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Glossary
activation Activation is the process where signals from other neurons
travel across synaptic junctions and accumulate on the neuron
membrane. The activation of an artificial neuron is generally











An axon is a long branch which originates at a neuron and
connects to several other neurons at synaptic junctions. In
artificial neural networks, axons are typically not mentioned and
the connections between neurons are called simply "synapses".
Crisp logic is another term for binary or two-valued logic.
A fuzzy database is the collection of all fuzzy variables to be
used for the inputs and outputs of a fuzzy controller.
Differential Competitive Learning is an algorithm for updating
the synapticweights of a neural network based on the change in
competitive status of a neuron.
Defuzzification is the process of converting multiple fuzzy set
membership functions to a single crisp value. Defuzzification is
used at the output of a fiizzy controller to convert the
conclusions ofparallel rules to a value for output.
Grade is another term for truth value used in fuzzy logic
literature which takes on a value in the range [0,1].
A fuzzy associative memory is a representation of the rulebase
containing non-overlapping cells which occupy a piece of the
input space and contain reference to output linguistic variables.
A feedback neural network is one containing returning
connections or connections within a single field ofneurons.
A feedforward neural network is one which has connections
from one field of neurons to the next without any returning
connection.














Fuzzification is the process of converting a single crisp value
into a fuzzy membership function to be used as the input to a
fiizzy controller.
A fuzzy controller is a control system driven by fuzzy rules
typically specified by an expert.
Fuzzy logic is an extension of crisp logic which uses grades on
the interval [0,1].
A fuzzy set is an extension of set theory which includes
elements to degrees between 0 (included) and 1 (excluded). A
fuzzy set is described by a support and amembership function.
A fuzzy variable is fiizzy mapping of a real-valued variable. It
contains a collection of linguistic variables which give truth
values to possible real values ofthe variable.
A lateral inhibition connection matrix is a collection of synapses
which connect neurons within a field to one another with the
purpose of reinforcing the behavior of self and punishing the
behavior ofothers.
The learning factor, Ct, is a small positive value less than one
which regulates the rate of change of synaptic weights.
A linguistic variable is a fuzzy set labeled with a simple name
which describes its membership function properties. A fuzzy
variable will contain multiple linguistic variables.
A membership function is a mapping from a domain to the
range [0,1] which describes a fuzzy set. It is the fuzzy
equivalent of a characteristic function which maps a domain to
the range {0, 1 } in two-valued logic.
A neural network is a collection of interconnected neurons. It
is usually broken down into fields of neurons connected in a
way which encourages adaptation to solve a particular problem.
A neuron in an artificial neural network is a simplified model of
a biological neuron. It usually is a computational device which
adds its inputs together to form an activation and maps this
activation to a signal.
A fuzzy rule is an
"if-then"
inference which references input and








of a conjunction of linguistic antecedents which result in
possiblymultiple linguistic consequents.
A rulebase is a collection of fuzzy rules which are applied in
parallel during every application of input to the fuzzy controller.
A signal is the output of a neuron which is usually bounded and
depends on the input activation.
Supervised learning is the process of updating synaptic weights
using knowledge ofthe classification ofdata being learned.
A support is another term for universe of discourse used in
fuzzy logic.
A synapse or synaptic junction is the connection between two
neurons. A biological neuron sends signals through its axon
which branches out to many synaptic junctions on other
neurons.
Unsupervised learning is the process of updating synaptic
weights using an algorithm which does not depend on known




In the real world of control systems and system identification, there often exists a system
which is difficult or impossible to describe mathematically. When this happens, traditional
designs can fail or fall well short of desired performance. Fuzzy logic controllers and
neural networks share the ability to handle noise and unmodelled system characteristics by
smoothing inputs.
Fuzzy logic controllers allow designers to specify
"if-then"
rules which are translated into
a numerical framework. The rules are usually specified by someone who has a
"feel"
for a
system but cannot describe it precisely. Rules are given in terms of seemingly vague terms
such as "big", "small", "fast", and "slow". Once all rules are specified, the controller
functions by constantly evaluating all rules simultaneously and averaging their results to
reach a control decision.
Neural networks are not given their characteristics through specification like fuzzy
controllers but are trained to imitate the dynamics of a system by feeding the network with
system inputs and outputs. The network, being a complex, high-order system itself, can
adapt its parameters to account for complex effects not attainable throughmodeling.
Overview
This thesis is based on a problem presented in [Kosko, 1992] where a neural network and
fuzzy controller are used in tandem to take advantage of their strengths. First, a neural
network is trained off-line to learn how to imitate a two-dimensional tracking system
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controller (Figure 1.1). All of the controller inputs and outputs are fed into the neural
network. Control could be a provided by a human operator or even a rough conventional





Figure 1.1: Step 1 - Training the Neural Network
The next step (Figure 1.2) is to transfer the network's dynamics into a set of fuzzy rules to
be used by the fuzzy controller. Here, the neural network takes place of the designer in
that it uses its
"knowledge"









Figure 1.2: Step 2 - Transferring Fuzzy Knowledge Base
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Finally, the fuzzy controller can provide some useful work by controlling the system
(Figure 1.3). The added advantage to the fuzzy controller is that it is more tolerant to
imprecisions than the original controller may be. Ifnot all rules are completely accurate, it




Figure 1.3: Step 3 - Using the Programmed Fuzzy Controller
Objectives
The goal of this thesis is to build a software package which will simulate the neural-fuzzy
system described above. The system will be flexible enough to allow a designer to
evaluate the characteristics ofthe neural and fuzzy systems.
Document Contents
The following chapter specifies the environment for the controller in this thesis. Chapters
3 through 5 provide some brief background on the fields of neural networks and fuzzy
logic with an emphasis on control applications and the architectures used in this thesis.
Chapter 6 describes the design parameters for the fuzzy controller. Chapters 7 and 8
cover the simulation software characteristics and implementation details. Chapter 9 shows
examples of the simulation output for a selected scenario, and Chapter 10 concludes and
contains suggestions for future work. The complete simulator program listing is contained
in the Appendices.
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Chapter 2: The Two-Dimensional Tracking Problem
The simple tracking problem involves a sensor which measures the current position of a
target and a controller which updates some mechanism to "point
at"
the target. The two-
dimensional tracking system used in this thesis is from [Kosko, 1992]. It assumes a
simplified sensor (i.e. a radar site) measuring the current azimuth and elevation angles of a
target (i.e. an aircraft) in a noisy environment. The target travels on a constant, linear
trajectory in three-dimensional space. The sensor information is given to a controller
which corrects the facing ofa plant (i.e. a laser) to point closer to the target. The facing is




Figure 2.1: 3-D Space View ofTracking System
When tracking a target, the two angles provide
all needed information since the facing,
not the exact position, needs to be known. The third dimension, range or radius, is not
necessary. The controller must attempt to minimize the error between the target direction
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and the plant's state as depicted in Figure 2.2. How this is done depends on the method of
control.
Note that the target is moving linearly, but the azimuth and elevation angles do not behave
linearly. The interaction of spherical coordinates (radius, azimuth, elevation) with









(The conventional spherical coordinate system defines ^ as the angle between the vector
in question and the z-axis. In this thesis, <f> is the "angle of
elevation"
which is the angle
between a vector and its projection on the x-y plane.)
measured azimuth
measured elevation
Figure 2.2: Block Diagram of the Control System
To simplify the analysis, the azimuth and
elevation angles can be assumed to be
independent, so two separate controllers (Figure 2.2) can operate independently. Further,
if we assume that both angles behave in a similar fashion, the two controllers can be
almost identical. The only difference may be a scale factor.
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Several additional assumptions are present:
1. The time delay of the sensor is assumed to be negligible, since the speed of the sensor is
assumed to be fast compared to the change of the target and plant. In reality, by the time
the measurements have been recorded, the target has already moved.
2. Nothing has been stated about the plant characteristics. In this thesis, the plant is
assumed to be able to react to the control within a sampling interval. Also, the controller
will be sending signals as angles and not voltages or currents necessary for the motors
controlling the targeting mechanism. Transducers are assumed to be located within the
plant.
3. The position of the sensor and plant are assumed to be located at points. Not only
that, they are assumed to be at the same point in 3-dimensional space. Since range is
ignored, there is no way to compensate for a spatial difference between the sensor and
plant. It must be assumed, therefore, that the two are at the same location.
4. The noise experienced by the sensor is Gaussianwhite noise.
The tracker is restricted to ranges in both elevation and azimuth dimensions so that the
view may be displayed on a screen as the





elevation and from to
80
azimuth. Figure 2.3 shows the field
ofview and depicts the minimum and maximum target ranges.
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5 km
velocities: 500 - 1000 m/s
Figure 2.3: Tracking System Field ofView
The target range and velocity limits were chosen somewhat arbitrarily to provide
reasonable and interesting targets to track. Table 2.1 is a summary of the tracking system
parameter limitations and values.
Table 2.1: Tracking System Parameter Limitations
PARAMETER MINIMUM VAL. MAXIMUM VAL. UNITS
sensor sampling rate 4 4 Hertz
target azimuth,0 -80 80 degrees
target elevation, <f> 0 85 degrees
target range 500 5000 meters








Chapter 3: Neural Networks as Classifiers - An Introduction
Artificial neural networks (ANN), often referred to as simply neural networks, are an
application of biologically inspired neurons to computing. The strengths of biological
neurons are quite appealing: they can adapt, generalize, and learn to imitate nonlinear
systems. In addition, neurons can be approximated with simple functions which makes
their implementation in hardware possible. This section will address some basic ideas in
artificial neural networks and how they are used as pattern classifiers. For more details
and completeness, the reader can refer to one of the numerous texts regarding this topic
such as [Kosko, 1992] or [Lippmann, 1987].
The Artificial Neuron Model
An artificial neuron, illustrated in Figure 3.1, estimates a function which maps a real,
unbounded input activation, y(t), to a (usually) bounded output signal, S(y(t)). The
activation is a combination of signals from other neurons or an external source. Artificial
neuron models originate from biological models like the one in Figure 3.2. Biological
neurons send electrical pulses across axons to synaptic junctions in other neurons where
activation occurs for the next neuron and the process repeats.
Figure 3.1: ArtificialNeuronModel
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Figure 3.2: Simplified Biological Neuron [Kosko, 1992]
Axons, Synapses, and Learning
The axon-synapse connections, which provide the bridge between one neuron and the
next, will be referred to as connections or synapses for artificial neural networks.
Associated with each synapse in an ANN, shown in Figure 3.3, is a weight whose value
changes slowly over time. Its rate of change is slow enough that it can be assumed to be




Figure 3.3: Artificial Neuron Model with Synaptic Weights
When the signal Sxfrj) is applied as an input, it is multiplied by the weight, my, before
arriving at the jth
neuron. If the weight changes, the activation and the output signal of
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the neuron changes which will affect other neurons. This change ofweight is referred to
as learning. The synaptic weights are what change to alter the neuron's behavior and,
therefore, represent the knowledge held by the neural network.
When synaptic weights change and the neural network learns, it forgets as well. Change
involves giving up some ofwhat was previously learned to acquire new knowledge. This
implies that neural networks have limited capacity as should be expected.
The learning process involves changing synaptic weights so that the neural network
produces the desired result. The appropriate type of learning for a task depends on the
nature of the problem and the network topology chosen. This thesis focuses on a
particular network topology and how it performs on a specific pattern classification
problem.
Neuronal Activation
In biological neurons, activation is the process where signals from other neurons come
across synaptic junctions and accumulate on the neuron membrane. There are a few
methods to model the activation process. The additive model assumes that, without
excitation, the membrane ofthe jth neuron will exponentially decay at a rate ofAj down to





where Sxfej) is the signal from other neurons and my is the weight of the synapse between
the ith and jth neuron. Chapter 4 uses a discrete variation of the additive activation model
to describe the learning algorithm used in this thesis.
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Signals
The output of the artificial neuron typically is a bounded signal since this helps to insure
the stability of the network. Sigmoidal functions like that shown in Figure 3.4 are most
commonly used to transform activations to analog outputs because they approximate
thresholds yet are nicely differentiable. Threshold functions may be used with two-valued
neurons. Also, signal functions may be bipolar in some networks.
Sometimes, linear signal functions are used for neurons which draw their inputs from
external sources and feed them forward to other, non-linear neurons. Such neurons serve
only as a convenient interface to the outside world. This will be the case in this thesis as




Figure 3.4: Sigmoid Function
Networks ofNeurons
Until now, emphasis has been on a
single neuron with vague reference to other neurons
and the external world. In order to be useful, neurons need to be
connected to other
neurons in a manner which can solve problems. Usually, neurons are grouped together in
fields and a neural network is constructed out of one or more
fields. A field is simply a
collection ofneurons with like properties and connections.
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Neural networks can be classified in a number ofways, the two most common factors deal
with learning and topology. Supervised learning involves some mechanism external to
the neural network, usually a user, to guide it toward making correct learning decisions.
This type of learning requires the user to have knowledge about the classification of the
data being fed into the network. If such class knowledge is not available, unsupervised
learning allows the neural network to adaptively discover the hidden classes within the
data. This is the case for the problem in this thesis.
Neural network topologies are usually classified into feedforward and feedback
according to the interconnection of the neurons. Mostly, this is a rough classification
since networks can consist of several fields of neurons connected in a variety of ways.
Feedforward nets have connections from one field of neurons to the next without any
returning connection. Feedback topologies have returning connections or connections
within a single field ofneurons. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show simple examples of the network
topologies.
Figure 3.5: Feedforward Topology Figure 3.6: Feedback Topology
Normally, strict feedforward topologies learn to classify data belonging to a particular
class by organizing the weights of the
synaptic connections so that an output neuron's
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signal corresponds to an indicator function for that class. The most popular supervised
learning algorithm used on feedforward networks is the backpropagation algorithm, so
named for the adjustment ofweights backwards from output layer to input layer according
to the difference between actual and desired output.
Strict feedback topologies tend to memorize input data. Similar data sets are clumped
together into an ideal model datum, which the network recalls when stimulated with a
similar input. An example of this behavior is human recognition where we might visualize
a picture of a particular dog when we hear the word
"dog"
We have undergone
supervised learning to associate the word
"dog"
with a picture, but we have also
experienced unsupervised learning with our everyday observance and visualizations of
dogs.
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Chapter 4: Differential Competitive Learning
The goal of the neural network in this thesis is to learn how to imitate a system, the
tracking controller, without supervision. There are a variety of learning algorithms in the
literature, both supervised and unsupervised, which could be candidates for this task. The
competitive class of learning algorithms was chosen for its quick, reliable convergence.
Competitive learning algorithms adaptively estimate pattern densities. During the learning
phase,
"winning"
neurons change their synaptic vectors to move toward clusters of input
samples while
"losing"
neurons remain idle or are punished. In the end, the synaptic
vectors estimate the centroids ofdifferent classes, or clusters.
FX field FY field
Figure 4.1: Neural Network Topologywith Two Fields, FX and FY
Consider theyth neuron in field FY being fed signals from neurons in field Fx as shown in
Figure 4.1. The deterministic competitive learning law [Kosko, 1992] states that the





is changed according to the signal-synaptic difference,Sx (x,)-/^,
modulated by a competitive indicator signal, 5r(vy). The competitive indicator signal
function is usually close to a win-loss, 1-0 function such as a high gain sigmoid shown by:
s'W=j* b> <4-2)




SAxi) =Tr^~l a>0 (4-3)
However, with competitive learning algorithms, the input neurons are often linear,
Sx(xi) = x,., which reduces the law to the linear competitive learning law [Kosko, 1992]
mv=Sr(yjyixl-mv] (4-4)
The problem with competitive learning is that a neuron can win too much and,
consequently, forget old patterns too fast. This occurs because, as the neuron wins, the
activation y; is built up and the competitive indicator signal quickly saturates to unity. So
each new signal changes the synaptic vector drastically. A better solution is the
differential competitive learning (DCL) law [Kosko, 1992]
miJ
= Sr(yJ)[SAxi)-miJ] (4-5)
and the linear differential competitive learning law
my
= Sr{yJ)[xi-mij] (4-6)
The main difference is that the DCL algorithm allows learning only if there is a change in
competitive status. The modulation by the competitive signal velocity instead of the signal
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avoids the case where a neuron learns too quickly. After the first few wins, its
competitive signal saturates and the neuron ceases to learn rapidly.
The network topology used in this thesis is shown in Figure 4.2. The first layer, denoted
Fx, consists of n neurons each receiving one analog input, x, for activation and
transforming it to a signal which is transmitted to each ofthe neurons in the second layer.
FX field FY field
Figure 4.2: DCL NeuralNetwork Topology
The second layer dip neurons, Fy, receives the Fx signals multiplied by the weights in
the M matrix plus the weighted signals from neurons within the Fy field. The latter
connection matrix with weights, W, defines what will be referred to as a static, laterally
inhibitive topology. It is a square matrix defining the synaptic weight between pairs of





Therefore, the signals from the Fy layer which pass through the W synapses are used to
reinforce oneselfwhile punishing all others. The signals are not the output of the network
as in many other neural networks. The final product of the network is the weight matrix,
M, whose columns represent the network's estimation of the cluster centroids of the data
the network has been exposed to.
The DCL Algorithm
The differential competitive learning algorithm [Kosko, 1992] is implemented as a discrete
deterministic sequence of steps which imitate the continuous learning laws. To avoid
problems which may occur if all weights in M begin with equal values, the weights are





For each input applied to the network, a winning Fy neuron (denoted as the jth neuron) is
determined to be that whose synaptic vector weights are closest (by Euclidean distance
from equation (4-7)) to the input values. Commonly, only one neuron is usually
designated the
"winner"
while all others lose the competition completely. Any ties are






Next, the activations for the Fy neurons are calculated using a discrete form of the
additive activation model from Chapter 3:
yl(t + l) = yl(t) + ttSx(xk(t))mt/(t) + tlSr(yk(t)>ll[ ' = !/> (4-8)
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However, since only the jth neuron wins the competition, Sy (y,-(0) = fr **h ^d tne
activation equation becomes:
M^+i)=j'((0+^J(xt(/K(0+W)K i = l-P (4"9>
The Fy activation indicates the current trend in the neuron's winning status relative to
other neurons in the field. If a neuron starts winning, it usually will be fairly well
correlated [Kosko, 1992] to the data which causes it to win (because of the close distance)
so the signals from the Fx layer will increase its activation. The positive reinforcement it
gives itself through the lateral inhibition topology also helps boost the activation.
If a neuron has been losing, it will not be correlated as well with the data (because of the
larger distance) and, therefore, will not increase its activation much or may even reduce it.
The signal from the winning neuron over the lateral inhibition connection will also reduce
activation.
In the final step in the algorithm, the winning neuron's synaptic vector is updated
according to the discrete version of the differential competitive learning law:
mJ(t + l) = mJ(t) + ctASr(yJ(t))Wt)-nJ(t)]
m,(/ + l) = m,(0 i
= L.p,i*j
The ASr(y (t)) factor should approximate the signal velocity, ST(yj), in the continuous
model with a signal difference, ST{yj{t + 1))
-
Sr(yy (f)), but more often it is approximated
with the difference in activation or the sign of this difference:






= 1 0, x = 0
, 1, x>0
A summary of the discrete differential competitive learning procedure is shown below:












Step 3. Update the winning synaptic vector m; using the discrete DCL law:
m
j
{t + 1) = m , (/) + ctASr {yj (/))[*(/)
-
m, (/)]
FX field FY field
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Chapter 5: Fuzzy Logic - An Introduction
This section is a brief introduction to the section of fuzzy theory which applies to the
fuzzy controller used in this thesis. Set theory will be used to show how fuzzy logic is an
extension of binary logic, but this will not be proven. For more detailed background
information, consult a text on fuzzy systems such as [Terano, 1992] or [Kosko, 1992].
In traditional logic, we interpret a statement such as "x is a
dog"
to be equivalent to the set
of all objects in the universe of discourse, X, which look like a dog. We could instead
examine each object and associate a truth value, 1 or 0, with the statement for that object.
The truth value determination is actually a function, often called the characteristic
function, which maps every element in X to the set {0,1 }. In binary logic, a crisp set can
be completely specified by a characteristic function and a universe of discourse. For the
statement with a continuous universe, such as "x is positive", the characteristic function





Figure 5.1: Characteristic Function for "x is
positive"
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Ifwe were to consider a more ambiguous statement such as "x is tall", traditional logic
does not handle it satisfactorily. The
"crisp"
mapping from X to {0,1 } is no longer able to
represent the problem, so we shall consider a more general function which maps elements
in X to the interval [0,1]. This is where logic becomes fuzzy.
The fuzzy equivalent to a characteristic function is called a membership function, and is
usually represented by u,. Just as crisp sets can be specified by the universe and the
characteristic function, so fuzzy sets can be represented by u,(x) and X. More specifically,
the fuzzy set A is specified by the membership function ix/^x) and the universe, or
support, X [Terano, 1992].
A fuzzy membership function for "x is
tall"
could look like Figure 5.2. Note that this
statement is more ambiguous, and the membership function is not unique so we must
choose one. This could be done by compiling several surveys asking the yes-or-no
question "Is x
tall?"
for various heights, recording the percentage of affirmative responses,
and constructing a function. Usually, we simply rely on one person's expertise.
o.o I
1 1 1 1
/i'
| | >
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0
height (feet)
Figure 5.2: PossibleMembership Function for "x is
tall"
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The truth value, or grade, for an element in X is no longer restricted to an absolute true or
false, so what does a value between 0 and 1 mean? The values between the extremes are
what give fuzzy logic the ability to express ambiguity much as probability quantifies
uncertainty. The difference between the two is that probability examines what is the
chance of a crisp event occurring, while fuzziness expresses the extent to which an event
happens. Probability uses randomly occurring certain events. When the event occurs, it
occurs completely and precisely, just as crisp logic is either true or false. Fuzziness
implies a degree of occurrence. Events do not have to happen or not happen, they can
take place to varying degrees.
Fuzzy Operations
When extending binary logic to a continuous-valued logic, the logical operations must be
handled with some care. What does it mean to logically AND two statements when each











otherwise. With fuzzy logic,
much of the time the value will be neither
"1"
nor "0", so a broader rule must be applied.
Since fuzzy logic is a generalization of crisp logic, the operations on fuzzy sets must
reduce to the crisp set operations when the output space is restricted to {0,1}. The
following is a list of the basic fuzzy operations defined in terms ofmembership functions:
AND: Mat* (*) = Ma (*) aMb (*)
OR: Ma^b (*) = Ma (*) vMb (*)
NOT: //-(x)=l-^(x)
where
aAb = min(a,b) and av6
= max(a,6).
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with the height ofx being the variable. Notice that the result
is "x is tall and x is
short"
which seems to be a contradiction, but actually can have some




Figure 5.3: Result ofthe AND Operation using Minimum
Looking again at Figure 5.3, we could say that membership function (a) is "x is
tall"
while
(b) is "x is NOT
tall"
This is different from "x is
short"
since tall and short are two
distinct descriptors ofx's height. Since (a) and (b) happen to be drawn as one minus the




This fact indicates that not all laws from binary logic hold when extended to fuzzy




(law of excluded middle)
where is the empty set andX is the universe ofdiscourse.









Often we want to express relationships between different entities which can be expressed
in terms of ordinary mathematical relations. In reality, however, these relations are often
ambiguous and difficult to express using conventional relations. Fuzzy relations extend
the theory of conventional relations to handle such ambiguous relations as "x is similar to
v"
and "x is much larger than v".
Just like the fuzzy set, the fiizzy relation R is specified by a membership function and
universe ofdiscourse:
MR.XxY^> [0,1]
The universe is now X x Y, so |i is a function of x e X and v e Y As with fiizzy sets,
the appearance of the membership function is dependent on the designer. The same
operations which apply to fuzzy sets apply to fuzzy relations:
Intersection: fiRr^ (x, v) = fiR (x, v) a fis (x, v)
Union: MR^s(x,y)
=MR(x,y)v fiis(x,y)
Complement: //- (x, v) = 1
-
nR (x, v)
Some other common basic relations also exist:







A composition of fiizzy relations is an operation between two relations R and S with
different supports such as nR (x, v):XxY-+ [0,1] and ns (y,z):YxZ^> [0,1] . The most








An important component ofknowledge bases are inferences. They build up links of cause
and effect which represent premise and conclusion in human reasoning. Fuzzy inferences
will be illustrated by assuming we have the following situation:
premise 1 : Ifx is A then y is B
premise 2: x isA
conclusion: y is
B'
where A is a set similar to A and
B'
is to be determined.
Premise 1 is usually abbreviated A -> B which assumes supports X and Y respectively.
To perform implication operation requires the choice of a compositional rule of
inference. For control systems, this is often the correlation-minimum encoding rule:
A ^> B = AxB +* MA^B(x,y)
=
MA(x)*MB(y)
(where A x B is called the direct product of fuzzy sets A and B), or the correlation-
product rule:
A -> B = A B <-> Ma^b (x,y) = nA (x) mb (y)
(where A B is called the algebraic product of fuzzy sets A and B). The remainder of this
section will assume correlation-minimum encoding.





which can be expressed in terms ofmembership functions as:
pv (v) = max[/^. (x)a (nA (x) a hb (y)) .
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To illustrate what this means, consider the following example. Figure 5.4 shows
membership functions for the fuzzy sets A, A and B where A is something similar to A.
To make a logical inference from the premises described above, we must take the
minimum between //A, and /iA as shown in Figure 5.5. We then find the maximum of this
over the support X and minimize fiB with this value. The value happens to be 1 so the
result is simply jiB. Note that whenever the minimum ofA and A is normal (its maximum
is 1), the result will always be B, but this will not always be the case.
1.0
Figure 5.4: Example ofMembership Functions for A, A, and B
1.0
min(A,A')
Figure 5.5: Taking theMinimum ofA and A
For fuzzy control, it is useful to consider more
complex premises which include operations
such as conjunction:
(Ar^B) -*C = (AnB) xC <-> ft(Ann^c (x,y,z)
=
nA (x) a fiB(y) a fic (z)
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To find a conclusion, C, we perform the same procedure as before. The result is a
maximum ofa series ofminimums taken over the X and Y domains:
He (z) = maxf^, (X) a hb, (v) a (Ma (x) a /^00 a fic (z))]
Fuzzy Control
To define a fiizzy logic controller, we apply the rules of fuzzy reasoning and develop a
system for interfacing fiizzy reasoning to real data. Figure 5.6 illustrates how the system
is constructed to map real inputs, x, to real outputs, y. The fuzzification process converts
a real-valued input into membership functions which the fuzzy system can handle. The
controller uses fiizzy reasoning to produce output variable membership functions, and the















Figure 5.6: Block Diagram of a Fuzzy Controller
The fuzzification process simply involves arriving at the membership function of the A
premise discussed above. This is usually accomplished by simply placing a spike to 1 at
the location of the input value, xj. For ideal situations, this makes sense since the input is
itself with no ambiguity, and is not any other value with equal certainty. Realistically,
however, there is noise in every measurement so the spike should have a finite width to
represent this characteristic. In practice, however, the ideal spike is used.
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The controller is specified by a series of rules which are nothing more than inferences
between fuzzy sets in each input variable's space to fuzzy sets in each output variable's
space. Most of the time, the inputs and outputs are combined with each other using a
conjunction operation:
(/ln5)^(CnZ))
but only the input fuzzy sets are actually combined, the outputs are treated separately.
A controller will contain several of these rules but does not always contain an exhaustive
set of input combinations. As for the fuzzy sets, they are usually descriptors ofnumerical
ranges such as "negative large", "negative medium", ..., "zero", "positive small", ... which
logically cover the range of expected input and output values. An example of what the
fiizzy sets for one input or output variable may look like is in Figure 5.7. The sets




large medium small z :ro small medium large
positive
error (e)
Figure 5.7: Example ofFuzzy Sets for One Variable in a Controller
For each rule, the controller will
perform fuzzy reasoning as described in the previous
section and pass the result to the defuzzifier. The result of the minimization between A
and
A'
will always be a spike whose height is equal to pA(xi). The resulting output
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membership function, B', for a particular rule is the minimum (or product) between the
smallest of the heights obtained for all input variables and uj}. Figure 5.8 gives an
example how a rule is fired with two inputs, xj and x;, and one output.
Figure 5.8: Example Showing How to Obtain Controller Result
The defuzzifier combines all of the results for each output, and extracts a single value to
give to the outside world. There are several methods for accomplishing this task such as
the weighted centroid method used in this thesis. Basically, the defuzzifier finds the
centroid, cj, and area, Aj, of each membership function for a given output variable and





Chapter 6: Fuzzy Controller Design





When considering a fuzzy controller whose rulebase is determined by a neural network,
the other three parameters (1,3, and 4) must still be chosen. Since the model controller
which will train the network is also a fuzzy controller, a rulebase must be selected also.





refers to all of the fuzzy variables and the details of their
corresponding linguistic variables. For the
two-dimensional tracker problem, there are
four fuzzy variables to consider: error (e), change in error (de), previous output (v ), and
output (v).
For each fuzzy variable, we must choose the number of linguistic variables. The number
can be different for each fuzzy variable and is usually is at least three and at most ten. The
more linguistic variables, the more granular the controller. More linguistic variables,
however, also increase the complexity. For this example,
seven is chosen for convenience
for each fuzzy variable: negative large (NL), negative
medium (NM), negative small (NS),
zero (ZE), positive small (PS), positive
medium (PM), and positive large (PL).
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In general, the shape of each linguistic variable for each fuzzy variable can also be chosen.
In practice, we choose the same basic shape for all variables with the possible exception of
the ones at the extremes. The simulation software implements every linguistic variable as
a trapezoid for computational efficiency so these shapes are chosen.
The values for the trapezoids can be derived from the problem description. The fuzzy
controller should be designed to take maximum advantage of the available range of inputs
and outputs. Since the tracker can move 9 degrees azimuth and 4.5 degrees elevation per
sample period, the controller output (and, consequently, its previous output) must be
limited to output these ranges (see Figures 6.1 and 6.2).
negative (j,
(v'/I^
large medium small z :ro small medium large
positive
Figure 6.1: Fuzzy Sets for Previous Output (v)
negative u(vyt
large medium small z :ro small medium large
positive
Figure 6.2: Fuzzy Sets for Output (v)
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The error and change in error inputs have some more flexibility. We consider the gain of




Since our output is fixed, the smaller the gain of the controller, the larger the range of the
error input variable. We amplify the error a small amount (since large errors are
infrequent) by using a gain of 0.9. Ifwe also use the same range for the change in error
we get the variables shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
Note that these figures apply to azimuth error. Elevation error will look the same but be
scaled by one-half. Note also that the
"large"
variables extend outward indefinitely since
the range of e and de are much larger than the typical error values.
negative \x
(e)'
large medium small z sro small medium large
positive
Figure 6.3: Fuzzy Sets for Azimuth Error (e)
negative
H(de^
large medium small z :ro small medium large
positive
^
-10.0 -6.7 -3.3 3.3 6.7 10.0 de (deg/sample)
Figure 6.4: Fuzzy Sets for Change in Azimuth Error (de)
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Rulebase
The rulebase potentially consists of all of the combinations of input linguistic variables
with a resulting output for each rule. If there is an exhaustive rulebase, it would have
73
=
343 rules. Usually, only a small subset of these rules are needed to provide adequate
control since systems tend to occupy a small subset of their possible states. For the model
controller, however, we provide all of the rules so the neural network will potentially be
exposed to the entire possible range ofvalues of the system.
Design of the rules in the rulebase is quite intuitive. Figure 6.5 shows the values of the
output linguistic variables given the three input variable values (error is fixed at ZE). To
represent the entire control space, we need six other such diagrams. Chapter 9 gives the
complete fuzzy rulebase.








LN LN LN LN MN SN ZE
LN LN LN MN SN ZE SP
LN LN MN SN ZE SP MP
LN MN SN ZE SP MP LP
MN SN ZE SP MP LP LP
SN ZE SP MP LP LP LP
ZE SP MP LP LP LP LP




The inference method refers to how we encode the notion of A ->B. As stated in
Chapter 5, some common forms of this are the correlation-minimum encoding and the
correlation-product encoding. Actually there are quite a few more but these two are
commonly used in control theory. The simulation software is configurable for both
methods so we may experiment.
Defuzzification Method
We have defined the variables, the rules, and the inference method all which play a part in
the behavior of the controller. We could also include the fuzzification method to convert
measured data to fuzzy values but we will assume ideal impulses for simplicity. The
defuzzification method provides the interface between the realm of fuzzy linguistic
variables and the outside world of real values.
The simulation software forces the defuzzification method to be the weighted centroid
method described in Chapter 5. The only disadvantage to the centroid method is that it
involves division. Some other methods such as the maximum-membership defuzzification
[Kosko, 1992] are simpler but lose information in the process.
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Chapter 7: Software Description
In order to observe the behavior of the neural and fuzzy systems in the two-dimensional
tracking problem, a software package needed to be written. The goal of the software was
to be a simulation tool for the thesis project and not for the average user.
Design Decisions





To make the software portable, the computational engine was programmed in C with no
machine-dependencies. UNLXwas the logical choice for the operating system since it was
readily available and provided the option for parallel simulations running on multiple
machines all under one file system. The latter feature facilitated simulating within a limited
time frame yet compiling results in a simple fashion.
Several configurable options allow the software to be flexible. Various neural network
and fuzzy logic parameters may be changed to accommodate several scenarios. Additional
controllers may also be added with minimal effort.
In order to provide reasonable ease of use without introducing excessive software
development, a compromisewas made with the user interface. The software was split into
two packages - a simulator and a graphical display. The simulator uses a text-driven
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menu and performs some I/O on text files so that it can be easily automated using scripts.
The graphical display was developed using MATLAB 4.2 to provide 2-D and 3-D
graphical output and a simple plot/print GUI to store and print graphs.
Even though MATLAB provides Neural Network and Fuzzy Logic packages, it was not
used for the simulation engine because of availability. Since simulators programmed using
C could be easily compiled and run on any machine, this option was chosen. Also, the
software was developed with complete separation between the simulator and the graphics
since MATLAB was not always available. This way, simulations could be performed and
the results could be examined later.
Simulator





The Configuration menu allows the user to change controller configurables and general
configurable items at run-time. The File I/O menu is for loading files generated by the
simulator or the user to restore the state of the simulator or create a new one. The
Graphics menu is for generating graphics text files for the Graphics Display software to
manipulate. The Target Tracking menu contains target generation, tracking simulation,
and error/trajectory graph file
generation. Figures 7.1 through 7.5 show the menu
structure and include dashed boxes where additional controllers would have menu items.



























































Plot Fuzzy to Neural Error
Surface












Figure 7.4: GraphicsMenu Tree
Target TrackingMenu












Figure 7.5: Target TrackingMenu Tree
Typically, when running a simulation session, the user creates a fuzzy database file, a fiizzy
rulebase file, and a configuration file. The fuzzy database file defines the fiozzy input and
output variables in terms of their fuzzy linguistic variables. The linguistic variables are
described by four points which, in general, form trapezoids. The rulebase file uses the
names of the linguistic variables to form the rules for the fuzzy controller. Finally, the
configuration file specifies the database and rulebase files along with various other
configurable parameters so that the simulator is initialized upon startup.
The target, weight, and graphics files are generated by the simulator. The target
trajectories and the neural network weights are saved so the user may end the session and
begin again with the same state. Target and weight files may be specified in the
configuration file as well. Graphics files are saved to be interpreted by the Graphics
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Display software and plotted in the graphics windows. Figure 7.6 illustrates the














Figure 7.6: Simulator Pieces and Related Files
Graphical Display
The graphical display is broken up into five windows. Four of these display graphical







The Control window shown in Figure 7.7 displays a three-dimensional surface whose
height corresponds to the controller output when fixing one of the inputs. An input must
be fixed since there are three controller inputs (error, error dot, and previous output) and
one output making a four-dimensional control surface which can not be displayed.
Typically, the error input is fixed at a numeric value at the center of a linguistic variable.
Neural Control Surface (err=ZE, 200 FY, 200 ses)
pnrAcumjcui
Figure 7.7: Example ofControl Window
The Rules window shown in Figure 7.8 is used to show the fuzzy rules which make up a
fuzzy controller. One input is fixed, like the Control window, but this time the input is
fixed on a fuzzy (linguistic) value, not a number.
The Error window depicted in Figure 7.9 shows the difference between the tracker
trajectory and the target trajectory for any given target or the root mean squared error for
a group of targets.
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Neural Rules (err=ZE. 200 FY, 200 ses)
LP MP SP SP ZE
MP SP SP ZE ZE
HP MP SP ZE ZE
MP SP ZE SN MN
SP ZE SN MN MN
ZE ZE SN MN LN
ZE ZE MN MN LN
ZE SN MN LN
Figure 7.8: Example ofRules Window
Azimuth & Elevation Error
error
(degrees)







0 5 10 15 20 25
Keratlan
30 35 40 45 50
Figure 7.9: Example ofError Window
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The Trajectory window illustrated in Figure 7.10 shows the target and tracker trajectories
either as an observer would see it from the tracker position or in an angle vs. time plot.











0 5 10 15 2025W354045SO
iteration
Figure 7.10: Example ofTrajectoryWindow
The Plot Control window shown in Figure 7. 1 1 gives the user the control over what to
plot and print. The user may specify what text file (generated by the Simulator) to load
and plot, what windows to clear, and what
windows to print to a postscript file. Also,









toggles between 1 or 6
plots per window
Figure 7.11: Plot ControlWindow
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Chapter 8: Software Implementation
This section clarifies some details about the methods used to implement the software.
Simulator Implementation
The aim of the simulator is to train various configurations of the neural network and
examine the results ofneural and fuzzy controllers tracking groups of targets. There are a
few main systems of interest which allow the user to accomplish these tasks, and they are
described below.
Menu System
A typical menu screen like that shown in Figure 8. 1 consists ofa title, status bar, and some







(4-500)database KAL:none TAR: 1000
:









Figure 8.1: Example Menu
The menu system works off of a couple of central menu interpretation routines and their
corresponding global data
structures. The layout of the menu data structure is shown in
Figure 8.3. An array of such
structures is maintained globally and contains all of the
information necessary to run the
menu. Adding new menu options only requires tacking











; FLC : rulebase "NET": (4-500^database KAL:none TAR: 1000 :
controller status: the








;AUT0 GRAPH: -mse-trajectory vs.
time'^
AUTO GRAPH: graphs which are
generatedwhen tracking targets canbe
error ormse, and
view trajectory or trajectory vs. time
Figure 8.2: Status Bar Description
The sub-menu structure contains a flag, condition, which corresponds to the minimum
state of the global status indicator necessary to display the sub-menu item. The structure
also contains a pointer to a routine which handles a selection and a parameter to pass to
the routine. In the case where a selection merely leads to a deeper level of the menu, the
routine is a recursive iteration of the central menu routine with the parameter indicating
what level of the menu to advance to.
The configuration item data structure shown in Figure 8.4 is used by routines called from
the menu system as well as the file system. It contains prompts for the user when
configuring at runtime and text keys
which need to be present in configuration files when
they are loaded. In either case, the
action routine is called with whatever data appears
from the keyboard or the file. In this way, configuration items may be added by including
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an additional field in the appropriate configuration array and adding the configuration
routine.
title Tide text for themenu
statusfunc Function call which prints the status line
num_subs The number of sub menus (line items)
sub Submenu
print Text to print for the sub menu
Minimum condition necessary to display item
The characterwhich selects this item
The function to call when item is selected






print Text to print for the sub menu
Minimum condition necessary to display item
The character which selects this item
The function to call when item is selected





Figure 8.3: Menu Data Structure
prompt Text to prompt user input
file_key Text in file to trigger configuration action
condition Minimum condition necessary to display item
action The function to call when configuring
Figure 8.4: Configuration Item Data Structure
Controller System
The controller system is built so that additional controllers may be added with relative ease
provided they conform to a normalized input-output interface shown in Figure 8.5. When
the user initiates a tracking simulation, the inputs to the controller are scaled (Ge, Gde, G0)
according to some assumed
maximum input magnitude to reduce them to the order of a
range between -1 and 1. They are then thresholded to guarantee that values are clamped
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to this normalized range. Inside the controller routine, the inputs are scaled (Gf) as needed
by the controller and an output is determined. The output is appropriately scaled so it may
be returned to the calling context in the normalized range. Finally, the calling context
scales (G0) the output according to the limitations of the tracking system and changes the
tracker position by this amount.
Generic Controller


















Figure 8.5: Controller Implementation with Scaling and Thresholding
TargetRandomization
To effectively train the neural network, it needs to be given data which will expose it to a
sufficient section of the possible control space. In order to accommodate this, random
target generation needs to be considered so that the targets provide variety to the
network. The target space consists of approximately a quarter sphere and the target
trajectories must be linear. Figure 8.6 illustrates the algorithm described below.
First, a triplet (0;, <fo, Ri) representing the starting point of the target is randomized using
uniform distributions across their legal ranges from Chapter 2. Next, the algorithm makes
nine attempts to produce an end point based upon this starting point. It chooses another
triplet (0t, (j)t, v) which represents the relative azimuth and elevation from the starting point
as well as the target's constant velocity.
The angles are randomized using a uniform
distribution between % and -7i. The velocity is chosen according to its range defined in
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Chapter 2. To get the relative range R,, the velocity is scaled according to the number of
samples (a configurable item) and the sampling rate of the system. Finally, the two
vectors described by (0;, <)>;, R) and (0t, <|>t, Rt) are added to get (0f, <j)f, Rf) which
represents the final position of the target. If the final position does not lie within the
allowed range of coordinates, the algorithm is repeated up to nine times. If a suitable
trajectory is not found, a new starting point is chosen.
tracker
Figure 8.6: Random Target Generation
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Fuzzy Control
The fuzzy control method described in Chapter 3 is used to track targets based upon user-
specified rules and neural network-derived rules. In order to distinguish the two, the
former is referred to as the fuzzy logic controller while the latter is called the neural
controller. They both use the same fuzzy mechanism to perform control and only differ in
their rules. The method to derive fuzzy rules from the neural network is described later.
To perform fuzzy control, the software must maintain the fuzzy database and rulebase in
some dynamic structures for flexibility. Figures 8.7 through 8.10 show the contents of
these structures. In order for the structures to be built, the database file must be loaded.
This defines all of the information on the available input and output fuzzy variables. Next,
a rulebase file is loaded which refers to the names of the input and output linguistic
variables in the order they are specified in the database file. Once this is done, the fuzzy
controller contains enough information to track targets.
When tracking targets, the fuzzy controller algorithm must cycle through every rule once
per sample. This is inefficient and could be improved by maintaining information on the
bounds of input linguistic variables but that was not pursued. Each rule is evaluated by
taking the minimum of the intersections with input linguistic
variables and producing an
output shape as depicted in Figure 5.8. The shape of the resulting output depends on
whether minimum or product encoding was configured. In either case, only positive
minimum intersections are considered so time will not be wasted summing zeros.
The centroid calculation is performed on the fly using the workspaces in the fuzzy
database structure. Note that these workspaces as well as other entities which depend on
the number of output fuzzy variables are defined as arrays so the code may be easily
modified to handle problemswith multiple outputs.
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name name of the linguistic variable
points four point array representing the trapeziod
horizontal coordinates (vertical assumed 0 & 1)
id index into the fuzzy variable's array
Figure 8.7: Linguistic Variable Data Structure
name name of the fuzzy variable
# of linguistic vars the number of linguistic variables
linguistic var array array of linguistic variable structures
id index into the database array
scale maximum value of the variable
Figure 8.8: Fuzzy Variable Data Structure
input array of pointers to input linguistic variables
output array of pointers to output linguistic variables
weight array ofweights according to output
id index into the database array
valid indicates if the rule is active
fire_count keeps track ofhowmany times the rule is used
Figure 8.9: Fuzzy Rule Data Structure
# of inputs number of input fuzzy variables (3)
# ofoutputs number of output fuzzy variables (1)
# of rules number of fuzzy rules
free inputs 2 free inputs (for control surface)
free output free output (for control surface)
inputs array of fuzzy input variables
outputs array of fuzzy output variables
rules array of rules
centroid numerator workspace for computing centroid
centroid denominator workspace for computing centroid
configuration configuration information
Figure 8.10: Fuzzy Database Structure
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Differential Competitive Learning
The neural network learns while another controller is tracking targets. It uses the
differential competitive learning algorithm explained in Chapter 4 to attempt to discover
the pattern centroids of the control data. Figure 8.11 shows the neural network data
structure.
# ofFX neurons number ofFX (input) neurons
# ofFY neurons number ofFY (output) neurons
initialized? indicates if network is fully initialized
initial count number of synaptic vectors initialized
weight matrix synaptic weight matrix
working matrix temporary weight matrix (workspace)
FX signal array of signals coming from FX field
FY activation array of activations in FY field
FY signal signal value ofwinning FY neuron
winner index ofwinning FY neuron
sessions number of training sessions
configuration configuration information
Figure 8.11: Neural Network Data Structure
When in learning mode, the neural network first ensures that it is initialized by loading
its
synaptic weight matrix with the first set of input samples (one per FY neuron). It then
performs one iteration of the DCL algorithm per sample. The FX signal, FY activation,
and weight matrix workspaces are used to increase efficiency by buffering values which
are needed multiple times. The end result is the synaptic
weight matrix values which will
be used to generate fiizzy rules for the neural controller.
NeuralNetwork -to- Fuzzy RulebaseMapping
For the target tracking problem, the
neural network and fuzzy logic controller both share
the same four-dimensional space.
The neural network does not distinguish between the
four dimensions since data is input as
quadruplets. Generically, the fuzzy logic controller
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distinguishes only between input and output, not individual variables. The conversion
from a neural network state to a fuzzy logic controller rulebase involves interpreting the
synaptic weight vectors as three inputs and one output.
Assume that rule r has three premises: Lri, Lr2, and Lr3, which are each fuzzy linguistic
variables. The NxA neural network weight matrix, m, consists ofN weight vectors with
elements ma, m2\, and ma corresponding to variables Lrj, Lr2, and Lrs, respectively.
Element m4i corresponds to the controller output. The neural solution to the best output







where uT (m) is the value of the membership function of theyth linguistic variable of r
evaluated at mfi. Notice how this is similar to the defuzzification process described in
Chapter 5.
If the algorithm was to compute the neural outputs for each ofR rules using the above
equation, it would perform on the
order ofRxN operations. In practice, a weight value
will not intersect more than two linguistic variables since only two usually overlap
at any
one spot. Therefore, the implementation used a recursive
approach which found what
linguistic variables a weight intersected and continued
calculations for the remaining
weights in the vector only on those
linguistic variables. The recursive algorithm reduces
the calculation to order 23xN which is a
considerable savings since i?=73=343.
A simplified illustration of the recursive
rule generation algorithm is shown below. The
code makes a pass on each
synaptic vector. Starting with the first weight in the vector, it
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checks the intersection with each of the linguistic variables in the corresponding fuzzy
variable. If the intersection is not zero, it passes the evaluation on to the next weight in
the synaptic vector. Ifnot, it does nothing.
foreach FY neuron loop
RULE_GENERATOR (weights ( FY ) , 1 )
end loop
function RULE_GENERATOR(w, i)
foreach linguistic variable in fuzzy variable (i) loop
if intersection between w(i) and ling > 0 then
if i == # of input variables
insert a rule
else





When the recursion reaches the state where all input variables have positively
intersected
with a particular set of linguistic variables, the rule is inserted into
the rulebase. If the rule
already existed due to
another synaptic vector, the weighted output
of this vector is added
to the weighted sum as indicated in equation
(8-1).
Data File Formats
The formats of the non-graphical data files
are shown in Figures 8. 12 through 8. 15. These
files are accessible through the File I/O
Menu.
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NUMBER OF VARS: 2t \
%. . . J
NUMBER OF INPUT VARS: :j'}
t. . . j
VAR 1 NAME : Vame 1 '.
VAR 1 NUMBER OF LINGUISTIC VARS: X ']
t. . . i
VAR 1 LINGUISTIC VAR 1 NAME: ilName]
VAR 1 LINGUISTIC VAR 1 POINT
VAR 1 LINGUISTIC VAR 1 POINT 2:'L1_P2
VAR 1 LINGUISTIC VAR 1 POINT 3:'L1JP3
VAR 1 LINGUISTIC VAR 1 POINT 4:iijp4
VAR 1 LINGUISTIC VAR 2 NAME: ii Name :
. (L LinguisticDefinitions)





NUMBER OF OUTPUT VARS: "\
i. . . J
VAR 1 NAME: -Name I ':
...... TZ . . J
(O OutputDefinitions)
Figure 8.12: FuzzyDatabase Data File Format
NUMBER OF RULES: R '.
fc - - J
NUMBER OF INPUT VARS: T 1
4. . . J
NUMBER OF OUTPUT VARS: b
space separated list of/
linguistic variable names
space separated list ofO
linguistic variable names
RULE 1: 'Jnput Ling. Names '. Output Ling. Names '.
..... .................._.j*. .........................j
RULE 2: "Jnput Ling. Names '. Output Ling. Names '.
RULE Rt 'Jnput Ling. Names : Output Ling. Names '.
Figure 8.13: Fuzzy RulebaseData File Format
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NEURONS IN FX LAYER: "N :
b . . J
NEURONS IN FY LAYER: IF'"!
NUMBER OF TRAINING SESSIONS: ' ]
h - . J
FY NEURON 1: iist oi
Weights1^
:'.:.'.'.'.J.\. list ofN weights connecting
FX neurons to this FY neuron
FY NEURON 2: List of Weights: }
j /
FY NEURON P: List of Weights/
Figure 8.14: Neural NetworkWeight Data File Format
TARGETS: itf I
fc - . 4
>rTARGET 1: Ros. Coords. : Vel. Vectc .Sphere Coords . :










TARCJET N: 'Ros. Coords. '. '-Vel. Vector 'Sphere Coords . '.
Figure 8.15: Target TrajectoryData File Format
Graphical Display Implementation
The graphical display is driven by MATLAB 4.2 for UNIX and has been tested under
Solaris and Sun OS.
Events/Callbacks
MATLAB 4.2 provides the programmer with the ability to set up an event-driven
graphical user interface. The Plot Control window is the source of all user events. When
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the window is created, its components contain callbacks to routines which process the
user request. Pressing the plot button calls
"plotfigure"
which prompts the user for a file
to graph and delegates reading to another routine resulting in the graph on the screen.
Since all of the work is event driven, the MATLAB process is only occupied when files
are being read or graphics are being updated. This gives the user the ability to use
MATLAB commands to enhance the appearance of the graphs by adding text or to
analyze the data from the simulator.
Graphics Files
The graphics files generated by the simulator are stored in ASCII format so simple printfO
and scanfO routines could be used to read and write all information. The ASCII format
also lets the user observe the outputs of the simulator to verify correct operation. All of
the file formats are laid out in a manner which is convenient to MATLAB since it can read







N floating point numbers between -1 and 1

















number of input linguistic variables
\variable_name_2 '. L12: 'linguistic names
fflT :
. . . j
index 1 : -index 2 '. -ling : freight
i***^^- -T-. ..j ........r-. ..j '. ..... j ..........j
[indexi^^index 2 '. 'ling '. freight :
.......71.. j .......T1..J '. ..... j ,
(N rules)




,^. list of/ linguistic





index into linguistic variable
name list (0 - (i-1))
Figure 8.17: Rulebase Plot Data File Format
y.
.GRAPH TYPE
type ofgraph can be:
TRAJECTORY, ERROR, TRAJECTORY_VS_TlME
SIZE: 2J
t. _ . J
number ofdata points
point coordinates are in the form
(6, <(>) and the units are radians
[target data point '. -tracker data point
.target data point '. -tracker data point '.
(Npoints)
Itarget data point '. -tracker data point '.
Figure 8.18: Target/Tracker Plot Data File Format
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lumber ofdata points
errors are in radians
:6error </>error
'.6 error ' \<j>error
(N points)
\6 error <error
Figure 8.19: Mean-Squared Error Plot Data File Format
number of rules ^1
Title \ yS
SIZE: Ji r
a non-negative integer representing the number
of times a rule has had a positive result
number of rule 01 fires
'number of rule #1 fires
'number of rule #1 fires
Figure 8.20: Fuzzy Rule Firing Histogram Plot Data File Format
Source Code Overview
Below is a briefdescription ofeach source file used in the simulator and the graphical
display software. A complete listing of
all source files is in the Appendix.
Simulator Source Files
config.c contains the
configuration routines which set parameters for the
fuzzy logic controller, neural network and tracking
system.
constants.h contains all constant
values needed by the simulator.
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file_io.c contains the routines which read and write database, rulebase,
neural network weights, and target trajectory files.
funcs.h contains references to all functions in the simulator.
fuzzy.c contains the routines which implement the fuzzy controller.
globals.c contains all of the global objects used by the simulator for menus,
configuration, controllers, and the tracking system.
globals.h contains references to all global variables in the simulator.
graphics.c contains the routines which output the graphical files to be used by
theMATLAB graphical display software.
main.c contains the top level of execution and routines needed for startup
initialization and those routines common to the entire simulator.
menu.c contains the routines which drive the menu system by use of a
global lookup table of possible user requests and the callback
routines which process those requests.
neural.c contains the routines for training the neural network and for
transferring the neural network weights into a fuzzy logic
framework.
normal.c contains a global array of values used for fast noise generation
which converts a uniform distribution to a Gaussian distribution.
structs.h contains all type definitions used in the simulator.
tracker.c contains the routines which generate random targets and provide





routines which clear the contents of one of the four graphical
display windows.
routine called when the user selects the "PLOT
FIGURE"
button
which prompts the user for a file and delegates reading and
graphing ofdata to the read^graphics routine.
routine called when the user selects the
"PRINT"
button which
produces a postscript copy of the current figure.
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read graphics.m routine which determines what type of graphics file is being
requested and calls the appropriate read routine.
read*.m routines which read specific graphics file formats and produce a
graphical output in the appropriate window.
setup*.m routines which are called by the
read*
routines to prepare a window
for graphics.
thesissetup.m routine called when the graphical display software is invoked which
initializes all objects and windows.
toggle*.m routines which process the toggling of the four radio buttons in the
Plot Control window.
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Chapter 9: Simulation Results
As an example, this chapter shows some results of a simulation which involves training a
neural network using DCL and producing a fuzzy controller from the result. The network
was trained with input-output vectors produced by the predesigned fuzzy controller
tracking random targets. Training was terminated when the neural network did not appear
to be sufficiently learning any longer.
Neural Network Setup
The following neural network parameters were configured:
Number ofFXNeurons: 4 (fixed)
Number ofFYNeurons: 500







The number ofFX neurons is not a design parameter, since the problem is fixed with three
controller input variables and one output variable. Five hundred FY neurons are used so
the neural network may have a chance to learn all of the 343 fuzzy rules if the data covers
the entire scope of the input space. In general, the training data will not be exhaustive,
and there will be rules which are not learned. The extra neurons are necessary, however,
so we have less chance ofmissing important rules.
Fuzzy Controller Setup
The predesigned fuzzy controller was given the rulebase in Figure 9. 1 and, consequently,
the control surface shown in Figure 9.2. This is the controller from [Kosko, 1992].
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Tracking System Setup
The tracking system was set to the following:
Azimuth noise variance: 1 . 00
degrees2
Elevation noise variance: 0.25
degrees2
Samples per target: 25
Number oftargets: 200
Ten additional targets are used to initialize the neural network synaptic weights. Twenty-
five samples per target was chosen since it gives the controller enough time to catch the
target and follow it for a while.
DCL-Generated Fuzzy Controller
After training the network, the synaptic matrix was used to generate the fuzzy controller
represented by the rulebase and control surfaces in Figures 9.3 and 9.4. In all, the neural
network learned 192 rules, 153 which matched the model fuzzy logic controller's rules.
The 39 rules which did not match were all one linguistic variable away from the ideal
output, and almost all of them erred toward zero. The number of erroneous rules will not
necessarily decrease with increased training.
Figures 9.5 through 9.8 show a typical example of the performance of the fiizzy controller
and the DCL-generated fuzzy controller. Note that the DCL-generated fuzzy controller
does not oscillate around zero error as much as the original fuzzy controller. This is due
to the erroneous rules which tended toward conservative outputs. Since both the model
controller and the DCL controllers are fuzzy, the neural network will not perform better.
It has potential, however, to be superior to conventional controllers.
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Figure 9.1: Fuzzy Rules for Varying Error Values
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Figure 9.2: Fuzzy Control Surfaces for Varying Error Values
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Figure 9.3: DCL-Derived FuzzyRules for Varying Error Values
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Figure 9.6: Azimuth and Elevation Trajectories for the Fuzzy Controller
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Figure 9.7: Azimuth and Elevation Error Plot for the DCL-Derived Fuzzy Controller
position
(degrees)
Figure 9.8: Azimuth and Elevation Trajectories for the DCL-Derived Fuzzy Controller
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Chapter 10: Conclusions
The software package produced in this thesis is intended to be expanded for further
research into similar neural and fuzzy systems. Below are some suggestions to expanding
the problem, the parameters in the neural-fuzzy systems, and the software package.
Noise and System Dynamics
The existing implementation uses only Gaussian noise when determining the sensor
reading of the target position. If comparing the neural/fuzzy controller system to
conventional controllers, some exploration of different noise environments could be
fruitful. Typical conventional controllers assume Gaussian noise while a neural-driven
fuzzy system should be able to adapt to different types ofnoise distributions.
Also, the system model can be made more complex. The two dimensions should be
dependent upon each other instead of the current independent approach. Furthermore,
target range can be introduced to provide the opportunity for a more realistic prediction
scenario. Both of these options increase the dimensionality of the problem and greatly
introduce the complexity of conventional controllers. It may be worthwhile to study how
the neural-driven fuzzy system adjusts to such changes in complexity.
Rulebase Generation
The derivation of the rulebase from the neural network synaptic matrix seems straight
forward but there are reasons for attempting different methods. One method involves
breaking the input-output space into non-overlapping
FAM (fuzzy associative memory)
10-1
cells. Each cell is a partition representing a possible rule in the resulting fuzzy controller.
The method requires a threshold to be set to define the minimum number of synaptic
vectors within a FAM cell to make it a rule. It may not be clear, however, what the
threshold should be. When two or more FAM cells with enough synaptic vectors indicate
multiple outputs for the same set of inputs, the cell with the most vectors wins. Another
variant chooses the top N FAM cells based on an unweighted or weighted sum of synaptic
vectors contained within the cell.
Neural Network Training
The learning factor, Ct, can be varied in several different ways. Three ways which are
discussed in [Kosko] are constant (0 < Ct < 1), linear decay (ct
=
1-t/N) and decay
according to the harmonic series (ct
= 1/t). The cases where Ct decays could be varied so
that instead of depending on the sampling instant for the entire network, t, it could be
individualized to each FY neuron. That is, only when the jth neuron wins will its Cj
update. Such a variation will allow neurons which do not win in the beginning of the trials
to still learn quickly when they finally do win. A further option is to divide the Euclidean
distance function which selects the winning neuron by Cj (equation (10-1)) so that neurons









Further research should be performed on the initialization of the neural network synaptic
vectors. Loading the first p input vectors into the synaptic matrix is beneficial since all
vectors are guaranteed to begin in the vicinity ofvalid data. However, this method makes
the network too dependent on the characteristics of the starting input vectors. Instead, the
weights could be initialized randomly according to the uniform distribution or somehow
10-2
distributed throughout the pattern space. Steps should be taken, however, to ensure that
neurons with synaptic vectors far from the normal data distribution can still learn (such as
equation (10-1)) or that such neurons are not counted when creating the rulebase (by
raising the threshold).
Software Extensions
The user interface is completely text driven and could be greatly improved with a
graphical user interface. Since the software was developed with the simulator detached
from the user interface, this should not require extensive rework. IfMATLAB is readily
available, it could be used to provide the GUI by using the external interface protocol to
hook it to the simulator. The graphical output and the user input could then be combined
into one user interface in place of the existing setup.
A graphical user interface could also allow increased configuration possibilities. With the
text interface, configuration information can not be conveniently displayed to the user and
must, therefore, be remembered to avoid constant checking. A GUI can display this
information visually without occupying too much space on the screen. Additional
configurables include: target system constants (velocity ranges, sampling rate, platform
limitations), noise environments, neural learning methods (ct decay, other learning
algorithms), neural network initialization schemes, and rulebase generation methods.
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Appendix A: Simulator Source Code
1 FILE ; conflg.c
AUTHOR : xacl Vet Schneider
' CREATION : Nay 1994
1 DESCRIPTION : Contains all of the configuration functions lot the project.
f include
"globels.h*
< ROUTINES nOCH DELEGATE (ROUTE) CONFIGURATION
: config_all
: Manual configuration of all possible paras
sections.
: get_config()
: genEal_conflg. fU2ty_config, kalaan_config, neutel_config














if (HlJM_GEM_CONriG > 0)
printf ("XnGENERAL CCNTIGURATION\n\n') ;
get_config(general_config, MM_GEH_COHFIG) ;
if (mJH_rUKY_COHTIG > 0)
if (HUH KALMAN CONFIG > D)
I






if (HUH NEURAL CONTXG > 0)
i
print! ("\nKEURAL CONTROLLER COMFIGURATTON\n\n'} ;
get configfneutal config, NUM_NEURAL_CONFXG) :
1 PROCEDURE : configeontrol
1 DESCRIPTION : Manually configure all paraaetecs foe the cui
1 CALLS : config_fuzzy() , config_kalann(> , config_neuci
' GLOBAL3 : NONE
' INPUTS : duaay
- unused integer passed in fcoa the aer
' OUTPUTS : NONE
' IN/OUT : NONE










case rmZY CURR : config fuzzy(O);
case KALMAN_CURR : config_kalaen(Q) ;
' GROUP : Configure a Section
DESCRIPTION : Manually configure a perticylac
section: general, fuiry
controller, kalaen controller, or neural
controller:.
CALLS : get configO
' GLOBAL3 : general_config, fuzzy_config, kalaan_config, neurnl_coufig
* INPUTS : duaay -"unused integer passed in froa
the aenu systea
OUTPUTS : NONE



































if (NUHKALHAN CONFIG >
lifdef 3TDC_






if (HUM NEURAL CONFIG > D)





: uaea the configuration structure to pi
and calls the appropriate routine.
: ** defined by configuration structure




- pointer to the configuration structure
aua_conflg
- the nuaber of itaas in the structure
ifdef STOC_
void get config (Config *c, int nua_conflg)
else









flag indicating e valid input */
'
counts through ell configurables in the list */





for7tcia>0; ttrial<3 44 linp ok); trial**]
I
if ((c(itea).condition 4 get statu) clitea] .condition)
I
printfCts (ENTER TO SKIP) : ', c[itea) -proapc) ;






printf ("aborting. . An'} ;
*l
ROUTINES TO SET COMFIGURATIOH PARAMETERS
GROUP : Select Current Controller
' DESCRIPTION : Set the current controller to
' CALLS : NONE
GLOBALS : CUCC_Ctcl
INPUTS : duaay - unused integer passed
ctel - controller string nasi
OUTPUTS : NONE
* IN/OUT : NONE






























curr Ctrl - KEURAL_CURR:
ifdef 3TDC
A-l















: CUCC Ctcl - NEURAL CURR:
break;






GROUP : Set Nuaber of Neurons
* DESCRIPTION : Sets the nuaber of neurons in the network and resets any
neural structures, if needed.
* calls : free weights 0
* GLO&AL3 : neucal_block.net
* INPUTS : n fa, n fy - a string representing the new nuaber of neurons
* OUTPUTS : NONE
IN/OUT : NONE
* RETURN : status of operation
ifdef
_5TDC_







int r i fx;
nua_fx - atoi(n_fx);



























DESCRIPTION : Sets the nuaber of saaples per target generated and tracked.
CALLS : NONE
' GLOEAL3 : gen_config
' INPUTS : seaple_str - string representing the new nuaber of saaples
OUTPUTS : HONE
' IN/OUT : HONE
' RETURN ; the status of the operation
ifdef 3TDC_







saaple - atoi(saaple_str) ;










PROCEDURE : toggle train
DESCRIPTION : Toggles the training flag for the neural network.
CALLS : NONE
* GLOBUS ; gen_config .train
INPUTS : duaay
- unused integer passed in by the nenu syst*
OUTPUTS : NONE
IN/OUT : NONE











> GROUP : Sat Variance
DESCRIPTION : Sets the variance of the aziauth and
elevation angles







: var_atr - string representing the i
the status of the operetion
ifdef
_3TDC__







var (float)atof (var_strl :
If (var >- 0.01
I
track.theta.variance - var;












if (var >- 0.0)
return NO ERROR;
: set_learn_fact
' DESCRIPTION : Sets the learning constant foe the neural network.
CALLS : NONE
' GLOBALS : neural_block.net.config
' INPUTS : learn atr - string representing the new learn factor
* OUTPUTS : HONE
~
IN/OUT ; NONE
' RETURN : the status of the operation
lifdef 3TDC__
int set learn factfehar *learn_str)
else
int set learn fact (learn atr)




If - (floet)atof (leacn_atr);
if (If > 0.0)
neural_block.net.config. leacn_factor
else
description : Sets the neural net training flag to true or false.
CALLS : NONE
' GLOBALS : gen_config . train






RETURN : the status of the operation
ifdef
_3TDC_




















DESCRIPTION : seta the weighted rules flag foe neurel network conversion to
* a fuzzy rule base. If the flag is false, all weights will be 1.
CALLS : NONE
GLOBALS : neural_block




* OUTPUTS ; NONE
* IN/OUT : NONE
* RETURN : the status of the operation
lifdef
STDC_






if (yes no(0 J
*Y*
II yesno(O) *- y>)
neural block.net.conflg.weighted rules - TRUE;
else if 7yes_no(0) -
*N'
II yea_noID) 'n')









Sets the severity factor of the sigmoid function. The higher









: factor - string representing the i
the status of the operation
ifdef
_3TDC__







f - (float)atof (factor) :










fuzzy_block. fuzz. input (0), neucal_input.fuzz. input [0]
ecc_str - string represeating the value of the error
the status of the operatioi
ifdef 3TDC__






fuzzy_block . fuzz . input (0 J . f ixed_i
furry block. fuzz. input(O) .fixed
return NOERROR;
ifdef 3TDC__







neural_block.fuzz.input[0].fixedjral - (float)atof (err_str) ;
neural_block.fuzz. input(O).fixed - TRUE;
return NO ERROR;
; set fx_signal
: Sets the type of signal produced by the first network layer
neurons: linear or sigaoidal.
* CALLS : HONE
* GLOBALS : neucalblock.net-conflg
































.,, ,,... : set inhibition
DESCRIPTION : Sets the negative and positive
inhibition weights for the
lateral inhibition feedback network.
CALLS : NONE
GLOBALS : neural_block.net.config
INPUTS : inhib - a string containing two coal
nuabers separated by
aoae white space; one positive
and one negative
' OUTPUTS NONE
' IN/OUT - NONE









forU-Q; (iahib(i|>-'0'44inblb[i)<-'9') U inhib [1J-
if llnhibli] I- '\0')
poainhib - atof <4inhib(l+l)> :
else
if (neg_inhib ' pos_inhib > 0.0)

























if (type 10) II 1 10] >















FILE : coeatanta -h
AUTHOR : Karl Ver Schneider
CREATION : May 194




* CONSTANTS FOR SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY
/* aaxiaua candoa nuaber generated by candoaO "/
itndef RAND MAX
define raktTmax long max
constants for the project.








define MIN_D_POS (MIN VEL/3P3)
define max_d_pos (max-vel/sP3)
/* ainlaua aziauth (degrees) */
/ aexla-i aziauth (degrees) */
/ Binlnua elevation (degrees) */
/* aaxiaua elevation (degrees) */
/* ainlaua radius (eaters) */
/ aaxiaua cadlua (aetecs) */
/ ainiaua velocity ia/e) /
/ aaxiaua velocity (a/s) */
/ nin position change in 1 saaple (meters )
/ aax position change in 1 saaple (aetecs)
/*
scaling factors for the contcollei
define CONTROLLER GAIN
define SCALE THETA ERR
define 3CALE_PHI_ERR
define 3CALE_TKETA D_ERR




(MAX D THETA / CONTROLLER GAIN)
(MAX~D_PKI / CONTROLLER_GAIN)






































(ored together to reflect aiaulator status) */
/*
nothing is initialized /
/'
fuzzy database is initialized */
/*
fuzzy rulebase is initialized '/
/ neural network size is initialized V
/ neural weight aatrix initialized */
/
neural database is Initialized */
/ neural rulebase is initialized /
/* Xalaan controller pacaeeters set */
/ A controller is initialized /
/* A controller is initialized and selected */
/* Target trajectories ere available */
ARRAY INDICES and DATA ITEM SIZES
/' sizes of soae global arrays "/
define IN BUFF LEN B0
define PEELD BUFF LEN B0
define ORX_BUIT_LEH 200
/ active controllers (index into controller array)
define HONE CURR (-1)
define FUZXY_CURR 0
define KALMAN CURR 1
define NEURAlTcURR 2





































define SV PDB SHEHU




define LD HDB SMENU
define SV HRB SMENU
define SV_BT_3>EHU
define LD BT SMENU
define FLT_EC_SMENU














(GENERAL IOHENU + 1)
(FUZZY 10 MENU + 1)
|ICJUJIMf_tO MENU + 1)















/* aaxiaua nuaber of items in a nenu V
define MAX_ITEM3 10
/ aaxiaua nuaber of elements in structures /
define MAX LING 20
/ aaxiaua i
CONTROL SYSTEM CONSTANTS
/ considered close enough to zero for fuzzy values V
define EPSILON 0.0001
/ saaple rata of the sensors of
the tracking system in samples
per si
define SPS 4.0
/ limitations of the tracking system
aoveaent in degrees per second
-
define MAX_TRACX_THETA 3n.Q
/ - oMnge In*_"'
.-
0
/ BBI change in elevation /
define HWC_TRACK_PKI
sax change in position of tracking




( (MAX"TRACX""PMI /SM) M_PI/180.0)
define MAX D THETA
define KAX_D_PHI
< liaitations of the absolute position of
tracker end cacget V
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FILE : file io.c
' AUTHOR : Kacl'ver Schneider
CREATION : May 1994




' DESCRIPTION : Saves the current pcograa configuration.
' CALLS : NONE
1 GLOBALS : HONE
' IHPUTS : file_name - nana of the file to save to
' OUTPUTS :
' IN/OUT : NONE
: the status of the operation
ifdef 3TDC__







i : Sets the current continuation section.
: NONE
: NONE
: field - the descriptor with the section to change to
: NONE
: config
- the new current configuration structure
nua_config
- the nw current nuaber of configuration iteas





int change_config(char 'field, config
else





































"change_config", "illegal configuration specified');
; load config
: Reads the configuration file and configures various aspects of
each configurable section.
: change config I)
: work_buff, field_buff, in_buff
: file'naae - the naae of the configuration file to
read
;















1 pointer to input file streaa /
' counts through the configuration
list */
' points to the current configuration list */
; of items in the current config list
*




while{fscanf{file_ptr, "%I A-Za-z) :s\n', in_buff,
field_buff) -












strcaptconfiglil.'ile.k"*' inj*""' '-0: i++>;
if (i < nuacoafig)
if dconfigfi] .condition ( get statO) configlil .condition)
(





















stccattwock buff, "cannot execute: <*);
street (wock'buff, in buff);
street (vork'buff , ":"");
treat (work'buff, fleld_buff ) ;
street (workbuff,






* DESCRIPTION : Reads the total nuaber of targets in a target file by adding
'
up each section of targets.
CALLS : NONE
GLOBALS : NONE
INPUTS : fp - pointer to the file handle
- OUTPUTS r NONE
' IN/OUT : NONE









int nua, nua tacg:
int i, j;
for (i-0; i<niai; i++)
I
if (fscanf (fp, "\nTARGET d:l'f "f %"f IT ft I'f ft ft ft'.
I* READ ALL THE REST UNTIL EOF V
nua tacg - nua;
while (fscanflfp, "\nTARGETS:d', 4nua) 1)
(
for (1-0; l<nua; i++)
(




' DESCRIPTION : Read In all the target inforestion in a file and put it in the
' global target structure. A target file can have several








: fp - pointer to the file
offset - starting offset into the target array
: status of the operation
ifdef STDC_









holds number of targets in a section V
counts through the targets /
pointers to parts of the target structure
>
pointers to parts of the target structure
target.nui)
"reedtatgets', "nuaber of tra)ectocies inconsistent")
cart - 4target.tra][i4offset).cart;
vel - 4target.traj[i+offset] -vel;
sphere - itarget.traj (i+oflsetj .sphere;
if (fscanflfp, "\nTARSET l'd:lf If %t \t If If If %f if,
4(cart->x), 4(cart->yj, 4(cact->z),
4(vel->x), 4(vel->yt, 4(vel->z),
4(anhere->radius), 4(sphere->theta) , 4(sphece->phi) ) 1- !
I
"error reading a target trajectory");
while (fscanf(fp, "VnTARGET3:ld\
I




sphere 4tacget.trej (i+offset] .spheri
if (fscanf(fp. l*d:%f If If If If If If If If,
4(cart->x)1 4(cact->y), 4(cact->s),
4(vel->x), 4(vel->y), 4(vel->z),
4(sphece~>cadius), t (sphere->theta) , 4(sphece->pbi)} 1-9)
>r reading a target trajectory') ;
offset -*> nua;
/ CHECK TO SEE THAT THE NUMBER READ IN AND THE SIZE MATCH /
if (offset 1" target.nua)
return NO ERROR:
: load_target
DESCRIPTION : Gives the user the choice of overloading i
' from a target file to the current targets.
' CALLS : get_num_targets(), eease_tacgets() , readtargets I)
'
get_user_string ()
' GLOBALS : target
' INPUTS : file_naae - naae of the target file
' OUTPUTS :
' IN/OUT : NONE
RETURN : status of the operation
ifdef 3TDC__
int loed_tacget (chac '
else








int new nua, old_nun;
FILE "fp;
if ((fp > fopen(file_naae.
appending targets
/
temp holder of new target accay /
/ counts up to 3 for user input /
/ flag to exit noeasily free user selection
'
/ counts through targets when copying */
/' new and old nuaber of targets V
/*
pointer to target file handle /
r')>
new nua - get_nua_targets(fpl ;
if (new nua 0)
I
do error (NOTIFY, load_target*.
NULL)
'unable to open target file foe cead") ;
> targets in file oc non-target file*);
if (target.nua > 0)
I
exit_aenu FALSE;
foc(count-0; count < 3 44 iexit_eenu; count-f+1
I
c overwrite (ENTER TO ABORT) : ') ;
if (get_user_stcing(in_buff, M_BurT_LEH)
i- no_INPUT)






















target.nuB - new nun;











* DESCRIPTION : Saves the current targets to a file, appending thea 1
targets if the tile already exists.
* CALLS : NONE
GLOBALS : NONE
INPUTS : file_naae - naae of file to wcite to
' OUTPUTS : NONE
IN/OUT : NONE
* RETURN : status of the operation
ifdef
__STDC_












* pointers to part of the target array /
pointers to part of the target array */
1 counts through the target array /
* pointer to target file handle */
* counts to 3 tor user selection "/
flag indicating noreal exit from usee selection <
/' MAXE SURE THAT BE RETAIN FILE HAKE THROUGOUT THE USER INPUT SECTION
BY COPYING IT INTO THE
'SAFE*
BORX BUTTER /
3trcpy(wock buff, file naae);
file_naae -~4work_buff70):
if (Ifp - fopen(file_naae, *r*)) 1- NULL)
3 44 lexit aeni
exit_aenu - FALSE;
forfoountBO; count





if ((fp - fopen(file_naae, "a")} NULL)
do_ecror (NOnTY, "save_target", "unable t
else
exit menu - TRUE;
i open for append*) ;
else if (inbufflO) < I in buff[0)
if {(fp - fopen(file_name, "w")>










for(count-0; count < 3 44 lexit_aenu; count++)
pcintf ('Non-target file exists, overwrite (Y/N) (ENTER to ABORT): *);
fflush (stdout) ;
















|| in_buff [0) --
A-6
I
do eccoc(NOTTTY, *save_taegef, "enter 'Y* or 'N"J:
I
cetucn ERROR;
/ FILE DOES NOT EXIST /




/ BRITE OUT THE CURRENT TARGETS /




sphere - 4target.traj{i) .sphere;
fprintf{fp, "TARGET Id: If If %f if If If if if |f\n*, i+l,
cart->x, cart->y, cart->z,
vel->x, vel->y, vel->z,
sphece->cadlus, sphece->theta, sphere->phi) :
fclose ( fp) ;
return NO BR
< DATABASE I/O>
* GROUP : Loading and saving Fuzzy Databases
* DESCRIPTION : Routines for loading and saving the fuzzy and neural controller
* databases.
* CALLS : loed_db(), save_db()
* GLOBALS :
* INPUTS
' file_naae - naae of the database file
* OUTPUTS :
' IN/OUT : HONE
RETURN : status of the operation
.............*......*............*.... ..../
ifdef STDC
int load fdbtchac 'file naae)
else



































Reads a fuzzy database file into a fuzzy database
structuce.
Format of fuzzy database file:
NUMBER OF VARS: v
NUMBER OF INPUT VARS : l
VAR 1 NAME: mvaclnaae
VAR 1 NUMBER OT LINGUISTIC VALUES: 11
VAR 1 LINGUISTIC VAR 1 NAME: invllinlnaae
VAR 1 LINGUISTIC VAR 1 POINT 1: invlllpl
VAR 1 LINGUI3TIC VAR 1 POINT 2: invlllpZ
VAR 1 LINGUISTIC VAR 1 POINT 3: invlllp3
VAR 1 LINGUISTIC VAR 1 POINT 4: inVlllp4
VAR 1 LINGUISTIC VAR 2 NAME: invllin2naae
VAR i NAME: invarlnaae
VAR e NAME: outvacOnaae
CALLS : free_cules(), fcae_db{)
cead_fuzzy_var()
GLOBALS : NOME
INPUTS : fil* naae
- the name of the fuzzy definition file
OUTPUTS : HONE
: f - the fuzzy database to fill in
: status of the opecation
ifdef
__STDC__






TILE *file_ptr; /* furry definition file handle /
/* counter used foe counting variable)
/* holds nuaber of fuzzy variables V
if l(file_ptr fopen(file_B "r')l l- NULL)





/' GET or FUZZY INPUT VARIABLES /
if (fscanfffile ptc, "VnNUKBER OF INPUT VARS: Id", 4<f->nua input)) 1- 1)
I
fr*a_db(f);
do error (NOTIFY, 'load db", "trouble reading nuaber of input variables*);
fclose(file_ptr)i
return ERROR;
/* MAKE SURE THAT OF INPUT VARS DOES NOT EXCEED TOTAL OF VARS '





mber input vara > total nunbec of vara") ;





fclose ( file_ptr) ;
do eccoc (ABORT, 'load db", 'ran out of aeaocy allocating input"];
Lf (read fuzzy varlfile_ptc, 4(f->input[i))>)
I
fc**_db(f);




/ GET OF rUZZY OUTPUT VARIABLES /
if (fscanf (file_ptr, 'VnNUMBER OP OUTPUT VARS:td', 4<f->nun output)) 1- 1)
I
fcee_db(f);
do eccoc(NOTTPY, "load fb", "trouble reading nuaber of output vacs');
fclose(file_ptc);
return ERROR:
/ MAKE SURE THAT INPUT + OUTPUT - TOTAL OT VARIABLES /
if (f->nua_input + f->nua_output !- nvars)
fcee db(f);
do error (NOTIFY, "load_db",
fclose(file_ptc):
: out !- total i
if { (f->output- (Fuzzy Vsc )aalloc(sizeof (Fuzzy Var) *f->nua output}) NULL]
I
fclose(file_ptr);
do error (ABORT, "load db', "can out of aeaocy allocating output");
cetucn ERROR;
/* GET ALL INFORMATION ON EACH OUTPUT VARIABLE */
foe (i-0; i<f->nua output; i++)
(
if (read fuzzy var (flle_ptr, 4(f->output[i])))
i
freedb(f):







' PROCEDURE : sava_db
' DESCRIPTION : Brites a fuzzy database to a file.
CALLS : write fuzzy_vat()
GLOBALS : NONE
~
INPUTS : file_naae - the naae of the fuzzy definition file
f - the fuzzy database to write
OUTPUTS : NONE
IN/OUT : NOME






int save dblfile naae, n
char
ruzzy Database *f ;
endif
I
FILE "file_ptt; / fuzzy definition file handle /
A-7
-Bt i< l% counter used for counting variables /
if (<file_ptr - fopentfile naae. "w')J I- NULL)
I
fpcintf (file_pte, "NUMBER OF vars: ld\n", f->nun_iaout+f->nue output);
fpcintf lfile_ptc, "NUMBER or INPUT vars: ld\n", f->num_input) ;
/ SAVE ALL INFORMATION ON BACH INPUT VARIABLE /
foe (i-0; i<f->nun input; i*+|
ci"_'u*y_vee(file_ptr, 4lf->input[i]) , i+l);
fpcintf (file_ptr, "iiumber or output VARS: id\n\ f->num output);
/ SAVE ALL INFORMATION ON EACH OUTPUT VARIABLE /
for (i-0; i<f->nua_output; i++)















: fp - the fuzzy definition file handle
: var - the filled in fuzzy variable structure
: NONE
; status of the operation
ifdef
_3TDC__
int read Iuzzyvac (FILE *fp, ruzzy Var 'var)
else






if (facanfffp, *\nVAR Id i
'
counter used in string aanipulatic
duaay vaciable used in fscanfo *t
sad_fuzzy_vac", "trouble reading var NAME tag');
/ GET NAME OT FUZZY VARIABLE AND STRIP OUT THE MERLINS CHARACTER '
fgets(work_buft, FIELD BUFF LEN, fp);
for(i-0; (i<FIELD BUFF~LEN 44 woek buffli] 1- *\n'}; i++) ;
work buffli) - 'SO':
I work_buff[i) -- *\f); i++);
if ((var->naae - (char >aalloc(stclen(4wock buff(i])+l)) NULL)
(
do_eccoc(ABORT, "cead_fuzzy_var", 'can out of aeaocy allocating a r
return ERROR;
stccpy(vac->naae, 4wock_buff (i)) ;
/ GET I OF LINGUISTIC VARIABLES FOR THIS FUZZY VARIABLE /
if (fscanf(fp, *\nVAR I'd NUMBER OF LINGUISTIC VMS: Id",
4(vae->nua_ling)) 1- 1)
trouble reading of linguistic vacs');
i_ling > MAX_LING) )
'I linguistic vars exceeds aaxiaua");
NULL)
story allocating ling') ;
/ GET DETAILS OF ALL LINGUISTIC VARIABLES '/
for{i-Q; i<var->aua ling; i++)
if (read_ling_ver7fp. 4(vac->ling[l)) ) 1" NOERROR)
I






' PROCEDURE : get scale
DESCRIPTION : Gets the scale factor (aaxiaua value of a centroid) of a fuzzy





: var - the fuzzy variable to evaluate











float p0, pi, p2, p3;
float ax;
temporary pointer to linguistic
point array /
values of the four points of the point array




p2 - point (21;
p3 - point 13 1;
/"
CALCULATE FIRST <3MTROID /
ax - (P3'p3-p0'p0+p2'p2-plpl+p3*p2-pl'p0)/(3.0'(p3-p0+p2-pl));
/' riND THE MAX IN THE REST OT THE CENTROIDS /
forU-1; icvac->nua ling; 1++]
I
point - 4(var->lingli).point(0));
pO - point (0):
pi - point [1);
pZ - point [2);
p3 * point [3);







Brites out all intonation for a single fuzzy vaciable.
write_ling_var 0
fp - the fuzzy definition file handle
ver - the filled in fuzzy vaciable structure
nua - this variable's nuaber
ifdef
__STDC_
void write fuzzy vac(F!LE 'fp. Fuzzy ver "vi
else




int i; /* counts through linguistic variables */
fpcintf (fp, -VAR Id NAME: ls\n", nua, vaonaae);
/ SAVE I OF LINGUISTIC VARIABLES rOR THIS FUZZY VARIABLE /
(pcintf (fp, -VAR Id NUMBER OF LINGUISTIC VARS: td\n*, HUB, vac->i
/ SAVE DETAILS OT ALL LINGUISTIC VARIABLES /
(ocU-0; i<vac->nua ling; 1++)
writeling vaelfpT 4(vac->Ung[i)) , nua, 1+1);
lation foe a single linguistic variable.
: NONE
: wock_buff
: fp ~- the fuzzy definition file handle
! ling - the filled in linguistic variable structure
* INPUTS
* IN/OUT
: status of the operation
ifdef STDC__











float pQ,pl,p2,p3; /* points of t rapenod */
if (fscanf (fp, "VnVAR I'd LINGUISTIC VAR Id NAME:*, 4duaay) I- 1)
1
do_ecror (HCTIPY, "read_llng_var", 'trouble reading ling var name tag");
return ERROR;
1
/ GET NAME OF LINGUISTIC VARIABLE AND STRIP OUT THE NENLIHE CHARACTER /
(gets (work buff, FIELD BUFF LEN, fp) ;
(or(i-0; (I<FIELD BUFF-LEM 44 work_buff [i) l-'\n*); i++) :
work_buffIi) - 'VO*;
SPACE /
II work_buff[i] *\f); i++):
if (ding->naae - (char )aalloc(atrlen(4work buff(i))+l)) NULL)
t
do_error (ABORT, "read ling vac", 'ran out of aeaocy allocating a naae*);
cetucn ERROR;
stccpy(ling->naaa, 4work_buff [1]) j
if (fscanf(fp, "SnVAR I'd LINGUISTIC var I'd POINT l'd:lf,
4(ling->point(0])) !- 1)
if (fscanflfp, "Uvar l-d linguistic var I'd point ld:if,
4{ling->point(i]}} 1- 1)







> PROCEDURE : wcite_ling_var





fp - the fuzzy definition file handle
A-8
ling - the filled in linguistic variable structure
var_nua - the fuzzy variable's nuaber




void wrlte_ling_var (FILE *fp. Fuzzy Ling Var 'ling,
else






int i. /* counts through the four points
fpcintf (fp, "VAR Id LINGUISTIC VAR Id NAME: %s\n", \
/* SAVE THE rOUR DEFINING POINTS OT THE LINGUISTIC VARIABLE V
foc(i-0: i<4; i++)
fpcintf(fp, "VAR Id LINGUISTIC VAR Id POINT Id: lf\n", vac_nua, nua, i+l,
llng->point[i)l ;
< RULEBASE I/O>
: Loading and Saving Rulebases
: Routines for loading and saving fuzzy controller rulebases and
saving neural controller rulebases. Neural rulebases should not
be loaded since they are derived from the network.


































: Loads a fuzzy eule base file into a database structure.
Format of fuzzy rule base file:
NUMBER OF RULES: C
KUMBER OF INPUT VARS: 1
NUMBER OF OUTPUT VARS: O
RULE 1: INI IN2 ... INi OUT1 0UT2 ... OUTo







RULE r: INI DC .
fcee rules 0
read~rule()
, INi oUTl OUT2 .
filenaae - the naae of the fuzzy rule base file
NONE
f - database containing rulebase to fill in














if |(file_ptr - fopen(file_i
(
free_rules(f);







fuzzy rule base file handle */
counter for counting rules /
holds of input 4 output variables
OT RULE3:ld", *(f->nuB_rulesn
problem reading nuaber of rules')
1)
f->num_act_cules f->num_mles;
/ GET OF FUZZY INPUT VARIABLES /
if (fscanf(file_ptc, "VnMUMBER OF INPUT
VARS:%d*, tinjrarsl




/' GET OF FUZSY OUTPUT VARIABLES /





pre*la- reading nuaber of outputs") ;
free_rules(f);
doerror (NOTIFY, 'load fb", 'in/out counts aust equal database*);
fclose(file_ptr);
return ERROR:
if ((f->rule - (Rule ')aalloc(f->nua rules'sizeof (Rule))) NULL)
(
fclose(file_ptr);
doerror (ABORT, *load_rb', 'ran out of aeaory allocating rules");
return ERROR;
if ((f->cent nun - (float )aalloc(f->nua output'sizeof (float) ) ) -* NULL)
I
fclose(flle_ptr);
do_errer (ABORT, 'load rt>", 'out of aaory allocating centroids");
return ERROR:
ir. (<f->ceat_den - (float )aalloc(f->num_output*sizeof (float) )) ~- NULL)
fclose(file_ptc);
do_ecror (ABORT, "load_rb", "out of aeaory allocating centroids*);
return ERROR ;
if ((read rule(file_ptt, i, 4(f->rule(i]))) !- NOERROR)
t
free_rules(f);













: Saves a fuzzy cule
: write ruled
base to the fuzzy rulebase file.
OUTPUTS
IN/OUT











' fuzzy rule base file handle
'
counter for counting rules '/
if ((file_ptr - fopenlfile naae, "w"}) I- NULL)
I
fprintf (file_ptr, "NUMBER OP
RULES-
td\n", f->num_act_rules) ;
fprintf (file_ptt, 'NUMBER OF INPUT VARS: td\n', f->niat_input) ;
fprintf (file_ptr, 'NUMBER OF OUTPUT VARS: td\n", f->nua_output) :
/ RITE OUT CONTENTS OP EACH RULE */




write_rule{flle_ptr, 4{f->rule(i]) f->nua_input, f->nua_output) ;





the fuzzy rule base file.
cead_rule
Reads in a single fuzzy rule fn
lloc_rule()
: fp - file handle for the fuzzy cule base file
f - database containing the rule
; cule - filled in cule structure
: HONE
; status of the operation
f. Rule "rule)
ifdef 3TDC__
int read rule (FILE 'fp, Pui
else






int i; / counts through input/output linguistic value reads /
int J; / counts through possible linguistic values */
int id: /" rule id /
int found; / indicates that the linguistic velue specified is valid */
it Ifscanfffp, "\nRULE Id:", 4id) 1- 1)
A-9
do_eccoc(NOTlPY, *read_rule", "tcouble reading rule I tag");
return ERROR;
if (alloc_rule(rule, id - 1, f->nun_input, f->nua output))
/" READ IN DiPUT
VARIABLES'
LINGUISTIC VALUES /
for (1-0; i<f->nua_input; 1++)
(
if (fscanftfp, "Is", in buff) i- l]
(
tad_rule", 'trouble reading input ling var naae'):
/ SEARCH FOR THE LINGUISTIC VALUE IN ruZZY DATABASE /
found 0;
for(j-Q; (J<f->input[il.num_ling 44 I found); j++)
else
1-:
/" IF LINGUISTIC VALUE IS VALID, HAVE RULE POINT TO IT /
rule->input[il - 4(f->input(iJ.ling[jl) ;
/ READ IH OUTPUT
VARIABLES'
LINGUISTIC VALUES V
foe (1-0; i<f->nua output; i++)
I
if (fscanf{fp, "Is", in_buff) 1- 1)
I
do_aceoc(MOTirY, "read_rule", 'trouble reading output ling i
/' SEARCH FOR THE LINGUISTIC VALUE IN FUZZY DATABASE */
found - 0;





DESCRIPTION : Brites out a single fuzzy rule to the fuzzy rule base file.
CALLS : NONE
GLOBALS : NONE
* INPUTS : fp - file handle for the fuzzy rule base file
* rule - pointer to the rule to print
OUTPUTS : NONE
IN/OUT : NONE
* RETURN : NONE
/
ifdef 3TDC_
void write_rule(FILE 'fp. Rule 'rule, int nua_in, int nuaout)
else






int i: /* counts through input/output linguistic value reads */
fprintf (fp, *RULE Id: *, rule->id + 1);
for(l-0; l<nua in; i++)
(
fprintflfp, *ls *, rule->input[ij->naae);
(or (1-0; i<nim_out; i++)
I






GROUP : Loading and Saving Might
Matrices
DESCRIPTION : Routines for loading and saving the neural
network weight
matrix.
CALLS : load wt () , aave_wt 0
' GLOBALS :
*
DIPUT3 : flla name
- naae of the weight file
OUTPUTS :
IN/OUT : NOW
























DESCRIPTION : Loads a weights file to initialize the network weight i
'
The weights file needs to have the following format:
NEURONS IN FX LAYER: 1
1
NEURONS IN FY LAYER: j
1 FY NEURON 1: x.X X.X X.X X.X X.X (j values)
'
FY NEURON 2: x.x x.x x.x x.x x.x (j values)
*
FY NEURON i: x.x x.x x.x x.x x.x (j values)
CALLS : fcee_welghts()
GLOBALS : NONE
INPUTS : file naae - the name of the file to read
OUTPUTS :
DJ/OUT : n - the network to fill in with weights
* RETURN : status of the operation
ifdef 3TDC_
int loed_wt(chac 'fiie_naae. Network "n>





int duaay; /* duaay vaciable holds place for neuron I V
int row, col; / cow and coluan counters for aatrlx */
FILE *file_ptr; / pointer to input file streaa /
int teap_row, teap_col; / holds original row 4 coluan values /
int temp_ses; /* holds the nutber of training sessions */
if ((file_ptr - fopen (file naae, "r")) ! NULL)
I
if (fscanf(fila_ntr. "NEURONS IN FX LAYER: Id*, 4teap col) 1- 1}
(
do error(HOTTFY, "loadjwt", "illegal Px LAYER field in weight file'1 ;
fclose (file_ptr):
return ERROR;
if (fscanf (file_ptc, *\nHEURON3 DI FY LAYERrld", 4teap row) 1- 1)
I
do_error (NOTIFY, "loadjwt*, 'Illegal rY LAYER field m weight file*);
fclose (file_ptr) ;
return ERROR;
if (fscanf (file_ptc, "VnNUMBER OF TRAINING SESSIONS:!**, 4teap ses) 1- 1)
I
do_ereor (NOTIFY, "load_wt", "illegal SESSIONS field in weight file*);
fcloselfile_ptt) ;
return ERROR;
/..... If OF ROBS ALREADY ESTABLISHED, MAKE SURE THEY MATCH
if ((n->nua_fy) 44 (teeprow I- n->nia_fy] )
I
do error (HOTIFY, 'load wt", 'incorrect nuaber of nr neurons')
fclose(file_ptr);
cetucn ERROR;







number of FX neurons');
freejweights (n) ;
/...7............ ALLOCATE SPACE FOR THE EIGHT MATRIX -***./
if (<n->weight - (float )aalloc(sizeof (float) *n->nun fy*n->nua_fx) ) NULL)
1
fclose(file_ptr);
do_error (ABORT, "load_wt", 'ran out of aeaory allocating weights');
return ERROR;
fclose (file_ptr) ;
do_error (ABORT, "load_wt", 'ran out of aeaory allocating weights');
return ERROR;
if (fscanf(file_ptr, "\nFY > I Id:", 4duaay) 1- 1)
ftee_weights (n) ;
do accor (NOTIFY, *load_wt", "trouble reading FY NEURON field');
fcloae(file_ntt);
return error;
if (fscanf (file_ptr, "If", 4(n->weighttcow'n->nua_fx+coll>) 1- 1)
A-10
frae_waighta (n) ;
do error (MOTIFY, 'load wt", 'trouble reading a weight");
fcIoaa(file_ptr);
return error;





: read weight file"):
array(n->fx_signal, float, n->nua_fx) ;
array IDeactivation, float, n->num_fy) ;





DESCRIPTION : Hrite to the weights file from the weight matrix.
' CALLS : HONE
' GLOBALS : NONE
INPUTS : file_naae - the naae of the file to create
n the network containing, the weights
OUTPUTS : NONE
IN/OUT : NONE












file naae. Network <
loltau) counters (or aatrix */
/* pointer to input file strei
if ((file ptr - fopen(file naae, *w*)) !- NULL)
I
fpcintf (file_pte, -NEURONS IN FX LAYER: ld\n", n->nua_fx);
fprintf (file_ptr, "NEURONS IN FY LAYER: td\n", n->nia*_fy) ;
fprintf (file_ptr, 'NUMBER or TRAINING SESSIONS: lld\n", n->sessions) ;
for (row-0; row < n->nua fy; row++l
I
fprintf (file_ptr, 'FY NEURON Id: ", cow+1) ;
for (col-0; col < n->nua_fx: col++)
(




save wt*, 'could not write to weight file")
' FILE : funcs.b
AUTHOR : Karl Ver Schneider
CREATION : May 1994









void conf ig_kalaan (int) ;
void config_aeural (int) ;
void get_conflg(Config ', int):
int aet_fx(char );
int set_fy(ehar *) ;
int set_aaaplas (char ) ;
void toggle train (int);
int set_leern_fact (char *);
int set'trainTcbar *) ;
int net_wt_rules (char *) ;
int set_aax_cules (char ) ;
int net_aig_factor (char ) ;
int et_learn_type (char *) ;
int set_fx_signal(char );
int set_inbibition (char *);
int set_f_error(char ') :
int set_n_error (char *) ;
int set_el_varianca (char ) ;
int set_ez_vatianca(char ) ;
int set_fuzzy_inference (char *) ;




int select_etcl (char ) ;
/ file_io.c "/
int loedconfig (char );
int save_config (char *);
int get nua targets (FILE "> ;
int read_targets (FILE *, int);
int loed'targatichar ") ;
int save_target(char ) ;
Int Bave~fdb{cbar ) ;
int load'fdbtchar ) ;
int save-fcb(cbac ) ;
int load_frb(cher );
int save ndblchar );
int loed-ndb(char *);
int save_nrb (cnar ');
int save_nwt (char *);
int load-nwt (char ) ;
int change config (char ', Config ", int ) J
int load db(char ', FuzzyJDatabase );
int aave-db(char ', FuzzyjDetahaae );
int read'fuzzy var(FILE *7 ruzzy_var );
void write fuzzy_var(FlLE , puzzy_var ', int);
int read ling var (FILE , Puzzy_Ling_Var *) ;
void write_ling_var (FILE ', Fuzzy_Ling_Var , int, int);
int load_rb(char *, Fuzzy_Databaae ') ;
int sve~cb(chac *, FuzzyjDatabese ) ;
int read'rula (FILE ', Fuzzy_Database , Rule );
void wcite_rule(riLE *, Rule *, int, mt) ;
int loadjwt (char *. Hetworc ) ;




void free_rulea (Fuzzy_Database );
int alloc-tule(Rule ', int, int, int);
void do fuzzy_inference(Fuzzy_Databese *, float ', float *) ;
float intersect (float, float *) ;
int fuzzy_cootrol(float ', float *):
int ling_naae(ruzzy_Var ', float):
/* graphics.c */
int plot_f_control(char *) :
int plot_k_eootrol (char ):
int plot_n_contcol (chac ) ;
int plot_ctrl_err(cher );
int plot-fuzzy_tb (char *>;
int plot-neural_rb{char *) :
void plot_fuzzy_hist(int);
void plot_neural_bist(int);




int open graph (void);
void plot_control(int () (float ', float ) , float, int, char *!
void plot_error (float ', float *, int);
void plot ue(float *, float ', int);
void plot-trajectory(float *, float ', float ', float ', int) ;
void plot-tiae_tcaj (float ', float *, float ', float int);
void plot pause(vold);




void do_eecoc(int, char *, char ]
void lnit seed (void);
void get options (int, char (]);
void do aenu(int) ;
void do~_string_aanu(int);
void print_all_stat (void) ;




int get_user_stcing(char *, int);
int get_usar_int(int *):
/ neural.c '/
void freejweights (Network *) ;
int neucal centcol (float *. float *) ;
int diff_conteol(float *, float *) ;
void del (float *, Network *, float);
int find winnecf float ', float ', int, int);
int init_dcl (Network ', float ) ;
int nn to fuzzy(void);
int rule gen (int, int, int, float, float *, int);
int insect FAM node (int, float, float *) ;
A-ll
int, float, float ) ;int search FAN (FAH_Hode , PAM
void feaa_rAM(void) ;
void free_FAM_list(PAM_Node ) ;
/"
tracker.c /
SptaerePoint 'cart_to_aphere{CartPoint *, spherePoint *) ;
CartPoint *spfaece~to3cact(SpbecePoint *, CartPoint ) ;
void track_eccoc (Target *>;
void tceek_tacget(int) ;
void do_ttack(int. Target ", int {'Hfloat ', float "));
int cand_target (Target *, int);
void arase_targeta{int) ;






void config_neural () ;
























int load config0 ;
int save_coofig{);
int get_nua_tacgets();
int cead_targets () ;
int load'targetO;
int aave_targetd ;




































int read_ling_var () ;
void write_ling_var()
int loed_eb();




































int gae_st_t 0 ;
void clean_ap();

















' FILE : fuzzy.c
' AUTHOR : Karl Ver Schneider
' CREATION : May 1994
DESCRIPTION : Contains all functions for operating on fuzzy databases and
' rulebases.
include "globals.n"





' IN/OUT fuzzy database to free
ifdef STDC__





' FREE ALL DJPUTt <
if (f->input)
1






if ( f->input ( i] . llng->naae)
free{f->inputli] .ling->n








[orU-0; i<f-J i_output; i++)
if (f->output[iJ.naae)




free (f->output |i) .ling->ni







' DESCRIPTION . Frees the rule base structure.
' CALLS : HONE
' GLOBALS - HONE








void free_rules (ruzzy_Database 'f)
else
void feee_cules(f)
Fuzzy Database "f ;
endif
int c: / counts through all of the
rules in the rule base /
/ rREE ALL PARTS OF THE RULES AND
THEN THE RULES THEMSELVES /
if (f->eule)
(


















DESCRIPTION : Allocates space for the input, output, and weight
arrays m a
*
rule. No initialization of any values is done.
* CALLS : NONE
GLOBALS : NONE
* IHFUT3 : nualn - nuaber of input variables In the fuzzy database
nua out - number of output variables in the fuzzy database
' OUTPUTS : HOHE
IN/OUT : rule - pointer to cule structure
RETURN : status of the operation
lifdef
__3TDC__
int elloc rule (Rule 'rule, int id, int nua_in, int atm_out)
else





if ( (rule->input - (Fuzzy LingVar ")aalloc(nua_in'aizeof
(ruiry_Ling_Var )))
NULL)
do error(ABORT, 'alloc_rule', "ran out of aeaory allocating input");
return ERROR;




do error (ABORT, *alloc_rule*. "ran out of aeaory allocating output*);
if ((rule->weight - (float )aalloc(nua_out'sizeof (float))) NULL)
I
do error (ABORT, "alloc_rule*, "ran out of aeaory allocating weights') ;
rule->fire count - 0;
rule->valid - FALSE;
cule->id - id;
< FUZZY REASONING ROUTINES>
do_fuzzy infecence
Performs"* fuzzy inference. Uses crisp inputs to determine
fuzzy outputs and then defuzzifies then to get crisp outputs.
intersect()
NONE
f - fuzzy database containing culebase
in - an array of the crisp input values





void do fuzzy_inference<ruzzy_Database f, float *in, float 'out)
else
void do_fuzzy_infere_ce(f, in, out)






/ points of current output trapezoid */
float 'point;
/* abbreviation for input/output linguistic var point
'
float ainiaum;
/* keeps track of mlniaua height for fuzzy inference 'i
mt i;
/*
counts through all rules in the rule base '/
int J:
/" counts through linguistic variables/values /
/ START CENTROID SUMS AT ZERO /
for(]-0: j<f->nua_output; ]++)
/ FIND THE CENTROIDS AND AREAS DUE TO ALL RULES /




/ FIND THE MINIMUN OF ALL HEIGHTS IN THE INPUTS
minimum - 1.0;
foc(j*0; cj<i->nua input 44 ainimiai > 0.0); j++l
I






/ APPLY THE MINIMUM TO THE OUTPUTS AND 1)ETERMDIE THEIR CENTROIDS
'




pi - ainiaua (pointm - point(Ol) + point [0];
p2 - point(3l
- ainiaua (point (3) - point (21 1 J
p3 - pointt3];






/ APPLY THE MINIMUM TO THE OUTPUTS USING
CCaaonATICN-PRODUCT AND
DETERMINE THEIR CENTROIDS /
for(j-0; j<f->num output; J++)
I









/' COMPUTE CENTROIDS FROM ALL RULES AND STORE THEM IN OUTPUT ARRAY
for(j0: j<f->nua output; j++)
if (f->cent_dnn|J) > EP3IL0N)
outlj] ~f->cent_nun(jl/f->cent_denlj];
out[j) - 0.0;
' PROCEDURE : intersect




' GLOBALS : HONE
1 INPUTS : in - the crisp input value
|
point - array of four points defining the aeabership function
: the intersection between in and the point i
ifdef
_TDC__







float temp: / holds the intersection point */
/ SEE
n1
THE VALUE 13 BITHIH THE NON-IBRO PART OF THE MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION
if (in > point [0] 44 in < point[3J)
(
if (in >- pointU) ]
I
if (in > point[2J]
I
temp - {point (3)
)
teap - 1.0;
in)/{point(3] - point[2]l; / RISING EDGE */
' PLATAEU '/
else
(in - pointI0))/(pointtD - pointlOJ); /' FALLING EDGE /
/ IF INTERSECTION IS TOO SMALL,
if (temp < EPSILON)
CALL IT ZERO '/
return teap;
* PROCEDURE : fuzzy_control
* DESCRIPTION : Uses the fuzzy controller to nap control inputs (error, delta
*
error, and previous output) into a control value. The inputs
*
are first truncated to the interval [-1,1] and then scaled
* tor the fuzzy database. The control action is performed and
* then the inputs and output are rescaled to the interval (-1,1).
* CALLS : do fuzzy inferenceO
* GLOBALS : HONE
* INPUTS : NONE
IN/OUT
" RETURN
: out - the control output normalized to the interval 1-1,1]
: in - the control inputs are truncated to the interval (-1,1)
; status of the operation
ifdef ST0C_







in(0) - fuzzy block,fuzz. lnput(O) .scale*aax{ain(in[0], 1.0), -1.0);
in(l) - fuzzy_block.fuzz.input[D-3cale*Bax(ain(in|l), 1.0), -1.0):
in[2J - fuzzy_block.fuzz.input(2).scale'max(ain(Ln[2], 1.0), -1.0);
do_fuzzy_inference(4fuzzy_block.fuzz, in, out);
in[0) /- fuzzyjblock. fuzz. input [0].scale;
in[lj /- fuzzyjblock. fuzz. input [1] .scale;
in[2) /- fuzzyjblock. fuzz. input [3 J.scale;
out[0] /- fuzzyjblock.fuzz.output [0).scale:
return NO ERROR;
: ling naae
: Returns the index to the string naae of the linguistic vat
which has the largest intersection with the value passed i
: intersect ()
: NONE
: var - the fuzzy variable to be evaluated
val - the value corresponding to the linguistic vaciable r




















for (j-l; j<ver->nun_ling; j++)
:->ling[0] .point) ;
tap - intersect (var->fixed_vel var->scale,
var->ling[j] -point);
if (ax < tap)
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' FILE : globeIs.c
AUTHOR : Karl ver Schneider
CREATION : May 1994




' the entice i
"(C) Configuration", NONE, 'C, do nenu, CONFIG menu ),
"(F) File I/O", NONE, 'F', do~menu. FILE MENU ),
"(G) Graphics*. NOME, *G\ do~aenu, GRAPHICS menu ),
IT) Target Tracking', none, *T', do~aenu, TARGET MENU ),
'(X) Exit Prograa", HONE, *X*, NULL,~0 I
print_all stat.
I '(A) All', NONE.
I '(F) Fuzzy Controller*, none,
I "(G) General", none, '
I "(K) Kalman Controller*, NOME,
I "(N) Neural Controller', NONE,
'




FILE-I/0 MENU", print all stat, 5,
I




> Exit to Main Menu".
"(C) Control Bindaw', NONE,
(R) Rules Bindaw", NONE,
"(3) Statistics Hindow', NONE,
(X) Exit to Main Menu", NONE,
'A', config_all, 0 ),
T', config_fuzzy, 0 |,
'G', eonfig_general, 0 I,
'K', conflg_kalaan, 0 |,
'N', config neural, 0 |,
'X', NULL, 0 I
'C\ do_aenu, PLOT CTRL MENU I,
R', do aanu, tXOT-RULE-MEHU ),
'S', do~aenu, PLOT-STAT~MENU ),
'X', NULL, 0|
, print_all_stat, 5,
"(E) Plot fuzzy to Neural Error Surface", FLC_RB | NET_DB I NET_ar, '(
do string aenu, PLT EC~3MHU
"(F) Plot Fuzzy Control Surface', FLC_RB,
-
'!
do string aenu, PLT FC SMENU
-<K) Plot xalaan Control Surface*. KALMAN,
"
'I
do string aenu, PLT XC_SMENU




"(X) Exit to Graphics Menu', hone, *X'r NULL, 0 |
PLOT RULE MENU /
'RULES NINDOB GRAPHICS MENU*, pcint_all_Stat, J,
[ '(F) Display Fuzzy Rule Base", FLC RB, 'F', do string aenu,
PLT_FR_SMENU |
I "(N) Display Neural Rule Base", NET DBINET_BT, 'N', do string nenu,
PLT_HR_3MENU |
I "(X) Exit to Graphics Menu", HONE, 'X', NULL, 0 I
' PLOT STAT MENU /
'STATISTICS BINDOB GRAPHICS MENU', print_all_3tat, J,
I
I "(F) Plot Fuzzy Rule Fire Histogram", FLC_RB, T', plot_fuzzyJiist, 0 I,
I "(N) Plot Neural Rule Fire Histograa", NET_RB, 'H', plot_neural_hist,OI,
[ *(X) Exit to Graphics Menu', NONE, 'X', HULL, 0 I
ptint_all_stat, e,
"(A) Auto Graphing Setup", HONE,
"(C) Controller Selection", CTRL.
"(E) Erase Targets', TARGETS,
(H) Toggle Neural Training', none,
"(T) Track", CURR_CTRL.
'A', do aenu, AUTO_GRAPH_MEHU I
*C, dcjaemi, CTRL_SEL_MENU |,
'E', erase_targets, 0 ),
'H', toggle_train, 0 ),
'T', track_target, 0 I,
'(X) Exit to Main Menu',
(C) Load Configuration*, NONE, *C, do_string_nenu,
LD_CONFIG_SMENU |
*ll) Load Targets', NONE, *L*, do_string_aenu,
LD_TARGET_3MHU I
*(S) save Configuration", NONE, "s*, do-string_menu,
sv_CQNFIG_smenu I
"(T) Save Targets', TARGETS, *T', do_string_aenu,
5v_TARGET_SMENU I
"(X) Exit to Tile I/O Menu", NONE, 'X*, NULL, 0 I
"(D) Save Database", FLC_DB,
*(L) Load Database", NONE,
<R) Load Rulebase", FLC_DB,
*(S) Save Rulebase", FLC RB,
(X) Exit to rile I/O Menu',
I *{X) Exit to File I/O Menu*,
"(D) Seve Database*, MET_DB,
*(L) Load Database*, NONE,
"(R) Save Rulebase', MET_RB,
(SI Save eights", HET_BT,
() Load Beights", NONE,
) Exit to File I/O Menu",
print_fuzzy_stat. a,
*D', do_string_aenu, SV_rDB_3KENU I,
*L', do-string-aenu, LD_FDB_3MEHU ),
*R', do_string-aenu, LD_FRB_SMEHU ),
'3*, string aenu, SV FRB_3MENU |,
NONE, *X\ HULL, 0 I
', print_naucal_stat, n,







', do string aenu, LD_BT_3MENU ),
NONE, 'X', MULL, 0 I
/'
AUTO_GRAPK_MENU /
I 'AUTO GRAPH~SETUP MENU*, print graph stat, ,
1
I '(C) Cleae All Auto Plots', HOME,
I *(E) Toggle Error Plot", NONE, 'I
I *(T) Toggle Trajectory Plot", none, '1





I CONTROLLER SELECTION NENU", print all Stat, 3,
t
( '(C) Configure Current Controller", CURR_CTF
I "(F) Use Fuzzy Controller*, FLC RB,
( *(K) Use Kalaan Controller*, KALMAN,
( "(N) use Neural Controller", NET DB I NET I
( *(X) Exit to Target Tracking Menu-, HONE, T)
/
nenus that require string inputs
'
SttingHenu string aenu[| -
<
/* LD_CONFIG_SMENU /
I NULL, NULL? NONE, Configuration
/ SV CONFIG SMENU /
( NULL, NUU.7 NOME, 'Configuration
/ LD_TARGET SMENU /
( NULL, nullT NONE, 'Target load file
/ SV
C, cleat_plots, 0 I,
E*
, togglo_ece_plot, 0 ),
T', toggle_tcaj_plot, 0 ),
X*. NULL. 0 I
, config control, 0 ).
, select fuzzy, 0 ),
. select'kalean, 0 1,
, select neural, 0 1,
load file i
save file i
me*, load config, NULL, 0 |,
tae", save_config, NULL, 0 1,
load_target, HULL, 0 |,
I NULL, hull, targets, 'Target save file naae*, save target, NULL, 0 |,
/ SV_rOB_SMEMU /
I NULL, NULL, PLC DB, 'Fuzzy Database save file naae", save fdb, NULL, 0 ),
/ LD_rD*_3MENU /
I NULL, NULL, NONE, "Fuzzy Database load file name*, load fdb, NULL, 0 ),
/* LD FRB SMENU /
I NULL, NULL, FLC DB,
/ SV rRB SMENU /
I HULL, NULL, FLC RB.
/ SV_HDB_SMENU V
I NULL, NULL, NET DB,
/* LD HDB SMENU '7
I NULL, NULL, NONE,
/ SV NRB_SMENU /
I NULL, NULL, NET RB,
/' SVBTSMENU
I HULL, NULL, NET Wt,
/ LD BT SMENU
( NULL, NULL, NONE,
/ PLT_EC_3MENU /
I HULL? HULL, NONE,
/ PLT FC_3MENU /
I HULL? HULL, HONE,
/" PLT_KC_3MENU /
[ NULLT NULL, NONE,
/* PLT NC SMENU /
[ NUIJ.7 NULL, HONE,
/ PLT FR_3MENU /
I NUU.7 NULL, NONE,
/ PLT_NR_SMENU /
I NULL7 NULL, NONE,
'Fuzzy Rulebase load file u
"Fuzzy Rulebase save file ni
"Neural Database save file i
"Neural Database load file i
"Neural Rulebasa save file r
Neural Mights save file ni
Neural Beights load file ni
-rix <
', loed_frb, NULL, 0 ),
save_frb, NULL, 0 ),
>', save ndb, NULL. 0 I,
i*. loed_ndb, NULL, 0 ),
>*, save_nrb, NULL, 0 |,
seve_nwt, NULL, 0 ),
', load nwt, NULL, 0 ),
: at value", plot_etrl_err, NULL, 0 |,
"Fix error at value", plot_f_control, NULL, 0 ),
Tlx error at value', plot_k_control, NULL, 0 ),
'Fix error at value", plot n control, NULL, 0 ),
"rix error at value", plot_fuzzy_rb, NULL. 0 |,
'Fix error at value", plot_neural_rb, NULL, 0 ),
' CONFIGURATION STRUCTURES
I "Enter nuaber of saaples/target*, 'SAMPLES', NONE, :
I 'Enter elevation error variance*, 'ELEVATION VAR", I
I 'Enter azimuth error variance*, 'AZIMUTH VAR', NONE,
I ", 'CONTROLLER', NONE, select Ctrl I,
I ", 'TARGETS*. HONE, load_target |
Bt_saaples ) ,
me, set_el_variai
set az variance I
/*
configuration list for fuzzy controller */
Config fuzryconfiglALLFUZZY CONFIG] -
i
I 'Enter inference aethod (M/P)*, "INFERENCE", NONE, aet_fuzzy inference I




/ configuration list for kalaan controller <
Config kalaan_config[ALL_KALHAN_CCNrlG] -
/
configuration list for neural controller /
Config neural_config[ALL_NEURAL_CONFIG) -
I 'Enter number of FX neurons',
I "Enter number of FY neurons',





( 'Enter sigmoid function factor
{ 'Enter FX signal (S/L)*,
I 'Enter lateral inhibition factors',
( *', "TRAINING", none, set train |
( ", "DATABASE*. NONE, loadjtdb I,
( '", 'RIGHTS*, NONE, loed'nwt |
General_Config gen_config
"NUMBER OF FX", NONE, set fx |,
NUMBER OT rY*. NONE, setTfy },
'Learning factor", none, set_leern_fact |,
"BEIGHTED RULES", NONE, aet'wt rules ),
SIGMOID FACTOR', NONE, set'sig factor ),
FX signal', none, net-fx signal |,
LMHlBrnoN', hone, set'inhibitioa |,
' NORKIHG VARIABLES
/ input buffers */
char in buff[ buff len]
char field buffTFIE-D BUFF LEN] <
Char workjmff (BORX_BUFF_LEHl
/* global file pointers */
FILE 'log fp - NULL;
FILE *graph_fp - NULL;
CONTROL VARIABLES















1 1, 2 , ,
/ free input
0. /* free output
NULL / input V
NULL /* output /
NULL / cule /
NULL /" cant nua */
NULL / cant den */
( /' config /
FALSE /* Bin inference
NULL / control '
0, / aua_fx /
0, / nua fy /
TRUE, / initial /
0, / init_count /
NULL, /- weight /
NULL, /* weight work /
NULL, / fx_signal /
NULL, / activation /
0.0, / fy_aignal '/
0, / winner V
0, / sessions */
I / config /
1.0, / laern_factor */
false, / weighted rules V
0.5, / sig factor */
FALSE, / fx sigmoid r
"






( / fuzz /
0, / nua_input /
0, / nua output
0, /" nun'cules /
0, /* nua_ect_cule*
1 1, 2 , / fcee_input











NULL, / cent den V






FALSE, / rb_updated /
HULL / control /
/*
accay of pointer to possible controller functions /
ifdef 3TDC_
int (*controller(4)) (float *, float )
else







/' structure of automatic graphing action flags */
Auto_Graph graph_flegs - ( FALSE, FALSE, FALSE, FALSE );
/' place holder for the inputs and output of the controller */
1
also used as the four element vector to train the network /








array of all of the targets in aeaory */







HULL /' phi hist */
),
error /
' error dot */
previous output
'







0.0, /- d err /
0.0, /- n-err /
0.0. / n_d_ecr /
0.0,
/ prev /














0.0. / ecc '/
0.0,
/ d err "/
0.0,
/ n_err V








/ val hiat /
NULL,
/ err hist /
NULL.
/- ase hiat /
0
/ nua ase /
/* pointer to the Fuzzy Associative Matrix list
'
FAMllat FAM | NULL, /- node */
0 / count /
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* FILE : global*.h
' AUTHOR : Karl Ver Schneider
* CREATION : May 1994














> plot externally /
structure holding the information needed to transfer the neural
network
' knowledge to the fuzzy rulebase
/






12.0/ (1.0+exp (-1.0* (s)'(x)))-1.01
f* aaxiaua and ainiaua operators /
define ain(a.b) ((a)Xb) 7 (b>
define aaxla.b) l(a)>(b) T (a)
i nuaber from the normal distribution with standard
define noise(sd) (noraallirndd.0,999.0} )Msd) )
/*
arrayO cleans up a previously allocated array variable and allocates a
/
define array(vac, type, nua) if (var) (free (var) ; \\
if (( (var) - (type*)aalloc (aizeof (type) (niai) ))NULL) \
( priatffout of aem\n*); clean_up(); exit(l); I
MENU STRUCTURES
extern Menu aenu();
extern String_Menu string_aenu(] ;
> the entire nenu of sub-aenus structure
'
' the entire string nenu structure */
CONFIGURATION STRUCTURES
/* configuration list for general stuff /
define HUM GEN CONFIG 3
define ALL-GEN_CONFIG NUM_GEN_COMFIG+2
extern Config general_config [ALL_GEN_CONFIgT;
/* configuration list for fuzzy controller */
define HUM FUZZY CONFIG 1
define ALL_FUZZY_MHFIG HUM_FUZZY_C0HFIG+2
extern Config fuizy_config[ALL_rUZZY_COHFIG] ;
/* configuration list for kalaan controller /





/' configuration list for neural controller /
define HUM NEURAL_C0NFIG 1
define ALL_NEURAL CONFIG HUM_HEURAL_COHriG+3
extern Config nnural_config[ALL_NEURAL_CONFIG];
extern General_Config gen_config;
/" global configuration v<
' NORKING VARIABLES
extern char in buff [IN BUTT LEN];
extern char field buffTPLELD_BmT_LEN] :
extern char work buff IBORX_BUTF_LEN);
* user input buffer "/
file field buffer /
work buffer */
global log file pointer /
' global graphics file pointer
<
CONTROL VARIABLES
extern Puzzy Block fuzzy block;
/ global fuzzy logic controller /
extern Kalaan Block kal_an_block;
/ global Kalman controller /
iral net controller '/








array of pointer to
controller functions */
ifdef STDC_
extern int (-controller [4]) (float . float );
else
extern int (controller [4]) 0 ;
endif
/ structures holding current state of the




/ structure of automatic graphing action
flags /
extern AutoJSrapa grepJ_flegs:
/ temporary array holding
controller inputs and outputs
'
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AUTHOR Karl Var Schneider
* CREATION Hay 1994
DESCRIPTION Contains functions for writing out graphical data files.
1 PROCEDURE : open_graph
DESCRIPTION : Determines if the graph file should be opened for write <
'










int open graph ()
endif
(
static int gcaphnua - 0;
static chac gcaph_file[20);
graphnim++.'
sprintf (graph file, graphld.dat", graphnue);
while (laccess(graph_file, F OK))
I
grapbnua++;
sprintf (granh_flie, "graphld.dat", graphnua);





' PROCEDURE : plot_pause
' DESCRIPTION : Outputs a pause flag so that the graphing prograa will
'













fprintf (grapb_fp, "FAUSEVn'l ;
< CONTROL SURFACE PLOT
ROUTINE*
group : Plot control surfaces
' DESCRIPTION : Routines for plotting fuzzy, kalaan, and neural control
'
surfaces. The neural routine is different in that it converts
* the current network state to a rulebase before graphing.
CALLS : plot_control ( )
' GLOBALS : fuzzyjblock, kalaan_block, neural_block
INPUTS : fix -'string representing the fix value of the error variable
OUTPUTS
IH/OUT
' RETURN status of the operation
ifdef
__3TDC_
int plot f_eontrol(cher 'fix)
else






f->lnput(0].fixed_val - atof (fix);
ind - ling_naae(4(f->input[0)), f->input[0] -fixedval) ;
sprintf (work_buff. 'Fuzzy Control Surface (error-Is) ',
f->input(0]. ling (ind).naae);




int plot_k_control (char "fix)
else


















f->input(0].fixed_val - atof (fix);
ind - liag_name{4(f->jjiput[0]) , f->input[0] .fixed_val) ;
sprintf {work_buff, Neural Control Surface (arc-Is, Id rY, Id see)*,
f->input[0] .ling (ind) .name, neural_block.net.oum_fy,
aeucal_block.nee.sessions) ;






int plot Ctrl err (char
else





ind - ling_naae{(f->lnput(0]) , f->input |0] .fixedval) ;
sprintf (work_buff, 'Control Surface Error (error-Is, Id sessions)*,
f->input[0]. ling [ind).naae, neural_block.net .sessions) ;
(uzzy_block.fuzz. input (0].fixed_val neural_block.fuzz. input [0] ,fixed_val;
'
PROCEDURE : plot_conttol
' DESCRIPTION : Outputs the control surface information to the graphics file
'
and signals it to be plotted.
calls : open_graph()
' * call determined by the controller routine passed in *
1 GLOBALS : control_aurf
' INPUTS : ctrl - the controller routine to generate the surface data
' fix - the fix value of the error variable
'
res - the resolution of the plot
title - title of the graph
' OUTPUTS : NONE
IN/OUT : NONE
' RETURN : NONE
ifdef STOC__
void plot control (int ("Ctrl) (float *, float *) , float fix, int res
else










' floating point equivalent of res /
'
counters through delta error and prev Ctrl <
' pointers to array used by controller
*
r(LOG_ONLY, *plot_conttol*, 'could not open graph file*).
if (control_aurf)
Iree (control_surf) ;
control sucf - HULL;
accay{contcol_sucf , float, ces'i
in_array - 4in_out_array(0 ] ;
out_etray 4in_out_array[3 ] ;
in errayll] - 2.0{float) (x)/ (r-1.0) - 1.0;
in_arrey[2J - 2.0*(float) (y)/ (r-1.0) - 1.0;
Cctrl) {in_array, out_atrey) ;
control_surf (y*res ? x] *
out_array(0],~
/ OUTPUT SURFACE /
fprintf (graphfp, CCNTROLVn") ;
fprintf (graph_fp, "la\n*, title);





fprintf (graph fp, "If
'
)
fprintf (graph_fp, "\n") ;
control_eurf [y*ces + x]):






<< RULEBASE PLOT ROUTINES
: Plot Rulebases
: Routines for plotting fuzzy and neural rulebases.
routine is different in that it converts the currer
state to a rulebase before graphing.
: plot_rulebese()
: fuzzy_block, neural block







' RETURN status of the operation
Ifdef
_STDC_
int plot fuzzy tb{char fix)
else




f->input[07.fixed_val - atof (fix);
ind - ling_naae(4(f->input[0]), f->input|0] .fixedjral) ;




int plot neural rbtchar 'fix)
else












n->input[0).fixed_val - atof (fix);
ind - ling_naae(4(n->input[D]) , n->input[OI.fixed_val);






cites out a fuzzy cule base so it can be graphed and signals
the graphing pcogcaa to display it.
- the fuzzy database containing the rulebase to be plotted
the title of the plot
- index of the error's fixed linguistic value
ifdef 3TDC_
void plot culebase(Fuzzy_Database *f, chac title, int index)
else







/* counter for counting rules */
int n rules; /* nuaber of rules to put in the file /
Fuzzy_Ling Var *fix_ling;
/ pointer to the ling value of error '/
if (open_graph())
do error{LOG_0NLY, plot_rulebase*, 'trouble opening graph file");
return;
fix_ling - 4(f->input[Q).ling(lndex]) ;
fpcintf (grapb_fp, "RULESVn") ;
fprintf (graph_fp, 'ls\n', title);
/ OUTPUT THE NAME OP INPUT *1 AND ITS LINGUISTIC
VARIABLES'
NAMES ',
fprintf (graph_fp, "Is Id', f->input(l] .naae, f->input[l] .nua_ling) ;
for (j"0; j<f->input [1] .nua_ling; j++)
fprintf (graph_fp,
"
is', 7->inputIl] -lingljj .name) ;
fprintf (grapb_fp, '\n") ;
/ OUTPUT THE NAME OP INPUT 2 AND ITS LINGUISTIC
VARIABLES'
NAMES ',
fprintf (graph fp. "Is Id", f->input[2J.nnae, f->input[2] .nua_ling) ;
for (J-0; j<f->lnput[2).n-i_ling; ]++)
fprintf(graph_fp,
"
s', f->input[2).ling[jj .naae) ;
fpcintf (geaph_fp, "\n');
/- FIND OUT HOB MANY RULES HAVE THE FIX VALUE OP
ERROR IN THEM "/
n rules 0;
printf ("Number of Rules in Rulebase: %d\n", f->m-_act_rules) ;
for(i-0; i<f->nua_rules; i++)
I
if ((f->rule[il .valid) 44 {f->rule[i).input[0]
-- fix_ling) )
n cules++;
printf { 'Nuaber of Rules in Graph: ld\n', n_rules) ;
fprintf {graph_fp, "ld\n', n_rules);
/ OUTPUT ONLY THE RULES BITH THE FIXED VALUE OF
ERROR IN THEM /
for (i-0; i<f->num_rules ; i++)
if ((f->rule(i).valid) 44 (f->rule[D -input[0]
fix_ling) )
I
for(j-0; j<f->input[l).nua ling 44
f->rule[il.inputll) i- 4(f->input[l( .lingljl) ; )++)
:
fprintf |graph_fp, **d ", J);
for(j-0; ]<f->input[2].num ling 44
f->rule[i).input[2]~l- 4(f->input [2] .ling(jl) ; j++) ;
fprintf (graph_fp, "Id ", j) ;











Plot Rule Firing Histograms
Routines for plotting fuzzy and neurel rule firing bistogn
plot_hi3togrea()
fuzzy_block, ueural_block










sprintf {work_buff. "Fuzzy Rules Firing Histogram*);
plot_hi3togrea{fuzzy_block. fuzz. rule, fuzzy_block. tuzz.nua_rules, work_huff) ;
ifdef STDC__







plot_hiatogtaa(naural_block.fuzz.rule, neucal_block.fuzz.niai rules,work buff);
PROCEDURE : plot_bistogcea
* DESCRIPTION : Brites out the rule fire counts for all of the rules ;
' base so the graphing prograa can display it.
CALLS : NONE
GLOBALS . HONE
' DJPUTs : rb - the rulebase
*
nua - the nuaber of rules in the rulebase





void plot hiStograa(Rule "rb, int mat. Char 'title)
else





do_error (LOG_0NLY, "plotjhistogcaa", 'trouble opening graph file*);
fprintf (graph_fp, *RULE_HIST0GRAM\n") ;
fprintf {graph'fp, "IsVn-, title);




fprintf (gcapb_fp, *ld\n*, cb(i].fice_count) ;
fpcintf (gcaph_fp, *0\n") ;
fclose (graph_fp) ;
TRACKING PLOT ROUTINES





' INPUTS : theta_ete - eccoc array in the theta dimension
*
phi_error - error array in the phi diaension
'




void plot error (float theta err, float "phi error, int size)
else





int i; /* counts throught the error arrays */
fprintf <graph_fp, "ERROR\n") ;
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fprintf (graph_fp, 'SIZE: ld\n", size);
(orli-O; ioize; i++)
fprintf (greph_fp, "If |_\_., thet*_.rr[i|, phi_.rroc ti)>
ifdef 5TDC_
void plot_aae (float *theta err, float -phi error, int nie)
else






Int 1; counts throught the error arrays '
fprintf (graph_fp, *M3E\n") :
fprintf (graph_fp, 'SIZE: ld\n", size):
(or<i-Q; i<sice; i++]





void clear plots (duaay)
endif
graph_flags.err_flag - FALSE.
grsph_f lags -ase_flag - FALSE;
graph_flags.traj_flag - rALSE;
graph_flags.tlae_flag - FALSE;
GROUP : plot Trajectories





: targ_t - the target theta position array
targ_p
- the target phi position array
tcack_t - the tracker theta position array
treek_p - the tracker phi position array





void plot_trajectory(float *tacg_t, float 'tacg_p, float 'track t,
float 'traek_p, int size)
-
else









counts through the arrays */
(or (1-0; ioize; i++]




void plot_time_tra] (float targ_t, float targ_p, float "track_t,
float 'track p, int size)
~ ~
else








int j / counts through the arrays '
for(i-0; i<size; i++)
fprintf {graph fp, "If If If lf\n", targ t(i], targ_p|i), track t[i],
ttck_p[il);
' GROUP : Change Plot Flags
' DESCRIPTION : Routines for toggling and clearing the flags which tell the
' tracker to keep outputting values while tracking so they say
be plotted.
' CALLS : NONE
' GLOBALS : graph_flags
' INPUTS : duaay - unused interger passed from the aenu syatea
' OUTPUTS : NONE







if (graph flags .err flag)
(
graph_flags.ase_flag - TRUE;




































Stub for a kalaan controller.
> FILE : eain.c
AUTHOR : Karl Ver Schneider
> CREATION ; May 1994









RETURH status of the operation
ifdef
__3TDC__
int kalaan coatroKfloet in, float "out)
else



























/* holds the status */
status - NONE;
if {fuzzy_block. fuzz. input 44 fuzzy_blocfc. fuzz .output)
I
Status I- FLC DB:
if (fuzzy_block. fuzz. rule 44 fuzzy_block.fuzz.nua_rules)
status |- FLC RB:
block.net.nun fx t :al block.net.ni
status |" NET SZ.
if <neural_block.net.weight it. ineural_block.nec. initial)
status I- KET_BT;
if (neural_block. fuzz. input 44 neural_block.fuzz.output)
initial)
LC RB I NETRB))
status |- NET_DB;
if ( Ineural_block.ua
Status |- NET RB;
II




if (((Status 4 FLC RB) 44 (CUCC_Ctcl PUZZY_CURR))
((statu- t ICA-HAH) 44 (cuec_ctrl KALMAN_CURR) ) II
((Status 4 NET_DB) 44 (status 4 NETJ1T) 44 (curr_ctcl HEURAL_CURR) ) )
(
Status I- CURR_CTRL;
if (target.teaj 44 target.nua)






















fp - fopenCdone', "w'|;
fprintf (fp, *DONE\n');
fclose (fp):
* PROCEDURE do error
' DESCRIPTION handles error conditions.
CALLS . clean up()
. exitO
' GLOBALS . NONE
INPUTS : atat - indicates what level the error is
t proc
- the naae of the procedure where the error ecured






void doerrordnt stat, chac 'proc, char *err_atr)
else










fprintf (log_fp, "ERROR: is()
break;






clean up I ) ;
exit(l);
break;
: fpcintf (log_fp,"UNKNom error: ta()
fprintf (stderr, 'UNKHOaN ERROR: ()
fprintf (stderr,"* aborting "'\n*)
clean up();
exit (1) ;
ts() - ls\n", proc, ecc_stc) ;
ls() - IsVn", proc, err-str) ;
: ls() - ls\n*. proc, err_str) ;
)R: ls{) - ls\n*, proc, ecc_str) ;
aborting *"\n");
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void init seed (void)
else
void init seed >
endif
unsigned int seed; / the seed to start the random generator with V
tiae_t t; / the current time /
struct ta *tt; / the c current tiae */








Gets command line options and
load_config()
the number Of coaaand line acgiaents
- the value of the coaaand line ecguaents
ifdef STDC




if (nua > 1)
I
for(i-l; i<nua; i++)
if (strcap(val[ij, '-c') <
I
if (i < nua-1)
load_config(val(i+ll) ;
: The top level of execution.
PROCEDURE
DESCRIPTION :
> CALLS : NONE
GLOBALS . NONE
' INPUTS : argc - the nuaber of coaaand line argiaenu
ergv - the value of the coaaand line arguments
OUTPUT3 NONE
IH/OUT . HONE
RETURN : status of the prograa at exit
ifdef STDC_
int earn (int argc. char aargv[))
else





if ((log fp fopenCsession.log', "w") ) hV
I






















PROCEDURE : do aenu
1 DESCRIPTION . Handles the processing of the aenu structure. These menus
'
allow the user to select among sub-aenus with a single
' CALLS
-
depends on the aenu function *
*
get statu
1 GLOBALS : in_buff
'









a - 4aenu[ index );
exit aenu FALSE;
/*
abbreviation for the current aenu record */
/*
flag which indicates it is time to leave the aenu */
/'
flag which indicates the user's selection is valid
/
counts through the items In the aenu structure */
/* index of the selected itea /
if (s->title !- HULL)

















forlcount-0; lcount<a->nun subs) 44 ('valid input); count++)
i((s->sub[count|.select - in_buff[0J)
if (valid_input)
if (a->aub[selectionl.aenu_func 1- NULL)






DESCRIPTION : Handles processing of the string aenu structure. These nenus
* allow the user to input a full string and pass it to a function.
* CALLS : ** depends on the aenu function **
get_stat()
* GLOBALS : NONE
INPUTS : NOME
* OUTPUTS : NONE
















abbreviation for the current string aenu record */
1 flag which indicates it is time to leave the aenu */
counts up to three tries for user to get it right >
counter used when stripping off newline character <
exit_nenu - FALSE;
for (count - 0; count *
if (s->next_aenu t* NULL)
printf ("Is (ENTER TO SKIP)
, a->title) ;
3 44 lexit aenu; count++)
a->proapt) ;
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printf ('is (ENTER TO EXIT) : *, s->pranpt);
fflush(stdout);
if (get_uaer_string(in_buff, IN_BUFF_LEM) i- NOjlNPUT)
if (a->menu func i- NULL)
(




if (a->next_aenu 1- HULL)
(*(m->ne
t_aenu) ) <B->next_level) ;
exit_aenu - TRUE;
if (a->next_aenu 1- NULL)
{
{a->next_aenu) ) (a->next_level) :
' GROUP : Print Status Information
' DESCRIPTION : Routines for printing all c





' RETURN : NONE
part of the prograa's status.
ifdef 3TDC_
void print all stat (void)
else





if (status 4 FLC RB)
(
if {curr_ctrl FUZXY_CURR)
printf(' rLC : rulebase );
else
printf ("PLC: rulebase ');





if { (status 4 NET_DB) 44 (status 4 NET BT) 44 (curr Ctrl
printf(" NET <<:"):








printfC (tdxtd) ", neural_block.net.nin
else
printf ("(Id-Id) ", neural_block.net.nua_fx, neural_block.net.nia
pcintfC(~x~)');




else if (status 4 KETJDB)
pcintf ("database ") ;
else
pcintf ("none *) ;
if (status 4 KALMAN)
I
if {curr_ctcl kalman_curr)
pcintf(" XAL : ok ") :
else
pcintf ("KAL: ok ') ;
pcintf("KAL: none ');
printf ("TAR: td\n', target.nun);
printfCAuro GRAPH:
),-
if (gcaph_flags .err_flag) printf (*-eccoc*) ;
if (gcaph'flags .ase~flag) printf{"-ase") :
if (graph""flags.traj_flag) printf {'-view trajectory") ;





void print graph statu
endif
(
printf ("AUTO GRAPH: *) ;
if (graph flags -arr_flag) pcintf ('-error') ;
if (graptTflags .ase flag) pcintf{'-ase');
if (graph flags.teaj flag) pcintf ("-view trajectory*) ;











if (status 4 FLC_RB)
(
if (cure ctel fumy_curR)

















if (Status 4 KALMAN)
I
if (curr_ctrl -- icALMANCURR)
printfC KAL : ok \n") ;
else





void print neural stat (void)
else




if ({status 4 NET DB) 44 (status 4 I
pcintf(' NET <<:");




if (status 4 NETSJI
44 {curr Ctrl HEURAL_CURRJ ]
printfC(ld-ld)", i al_block.net.nua_fx, neural_block.net.nua_fy) ;
if (statue 4 METJRBi
printf {"rulebase\n") ;





' DESCRIPTION : Gets a string from the user up to a aaximiai length and returns
*
whether or not the atring was of zero or non-zero length. The





INPUTS : aaxlen - the aaxiaua length of the string (including \0I
* OUTPUTS : user atr - the null terminated string input by the user
' RETURN ; NOERROR if length > 0, and NOjlNPUT if length > 0
ifdef
_3TDC_








int i / used as i
usec_str, int aax_len)
str, aax len)
when stripping off newline character /
fflush(stdin);
(gets (user str, aax len, stdin):
fflush (stdin);
/*
scrip off nwline character, it there is one
'







' PROCEDURE : get_user_int
' DESCRIPTION : Gets a integer fcoa the usee and ceturns whether c
*




' OVTPUTS : usee sal - the integer input by the usee (0 if non-integer)



















" FILE : neural.c
AUTHOR : __cj Vec Schneider
CREATION : Hay 199,
* DESCRIPTION : Contains all of the functions for the neural controller.
I include "globals.h"
NEURAL HETBORK LEARNING ROUTINES
del (differential competitive learning]
Perfocas one iteration of the DCL aIgoritha on a two-layer
network foe a given input x(t) . It updates the output








void del (float *x. Network an, float e)
else






int i,j; / counters for looping through neurons */
int k; /' index of the winning neuron V
float day. / the difference between the winning neurons old and r
output signals /
float win_val:/' holds value of the winning FY neuron activation */
float 'temp; /* used when swapping weight aatrix pointers */
n->sessions++:
win val - n->activation[tJ;
/ 3(y(t+D) /
n->fy_signal - sigaoid(n->activation(k), n->config.sig_factor) :
/ STEP 3 - update activations y(t) /
for (i-0: i<n->num fy; i++)
(
for (j-0; j<n->nua fx; j++)
/* activation from x {first) layer /
n->activation[i)~+- n->fx_aignal[j] n->weight[i'n->nuB_fx+j] ;
/* lateral inhibition in the second layer */
if (-k)
/' positive to the winning neuron '/
n->activation|i] +- n->config.pos_inhib n->fy_signal;
else




/ STEP 4 - determine difference between old end new signals for the
winning neuron
*'
if (n->activation[kJ > win_val)
day - 1.0;
else if (n->activation[k] < win_val)
d3y - -1.0;
dsy - 0.0;
/ STEP 5 - update a{t) for the winning neuron by adding the differential
term w/ decay lor scaling) c /
for{j-0: J<n->nua fx; J++)
n->waight_wotk[n->winner'n->nuB_fx+jJ
- n->weight(n->winner'n->nua_fx+j);
for {J-0; j<n->nua fx; j++)











' PROCEDURE : find winner (find winning neuron)
DESCRIPnON : Compares each column in the
weight mateix <M) to the input
vectoe (x) and finds the closest
(smallest Euclidean distance)
natch.




- the input vectoe
- alt)
- the weight aatcix containing
vectocs to be compared
to the input
nua fx - the number of neurons
in the first layer (fx)
nu_~fy











int find winner ( float *x, float *a, int nua_fx, int nua fy )
else




counters for looping through neurons */
/ index of the winning neuron */
/* sues up the Euclidean distance V
/' holds the ainimiat Euclidean distance /
sib - 0.0;
for {j-0; j<num fx; j++l
sua ?- euctxlj).a(j)J;
for (i-1; i<nua_fy; i++)
* Euclidean distance /
sua - 0.0;
for (j-0; j<nua fx; )++)
sua +- euc(x[j),B[lni_fx+J));
/ Euclidean distance */
return k;
: init_dcl (initialize for differential coapetitive learning)
; initializes the weight aatrices, input and output layer neuron
vectocs to use with DCL. It the weight matrix values ace not







: x - input
'
i initialize tbe network state
ifdef 3TDC__
int init dcKHatwork "n, float x]
else





int i,j; /* counters for looping through neurons '
if {n->weight NULL 1 1 n->weight work NULL)
I
array(n->weight, float, n->nua_fy*n->nua_fx) ;
array(n->wvlght_wock, float. n->ntB_(yan->nua_fx) ;
n->init_count - 0;
I
if (n->init_count - 0)
1
arreyln->fx_signal, float, n->niai_fx) ;
array(n->activation, float, n->nimi_fy) ;
->fy_aignal - 0.0;
- 0:
(or (i-0; i<n->num fx; i++)
I
n->weight(n->init_count'n->nun_fx+i] -x(i);
n->weigbt work[n->init countn->niai_fx+i ) -x[il;
1
n->init_count++;





<< NEURAL CONTROLLER ROUTINES
' PROCEDURE : neural_control
* DESCRIPTION : Uses the neural controller rulebase to generate an output from
the input array (error, delta error, end previous output) . The
' inputs are truncated to the interval [-1,1) and then scaled foe
the neural database. The control is performed and then the








: out - the control output
: in - the controller input array












in (0) - neural_block.fuzz.lnput[0].scale'aax(Bin(in[0], 1.0), -1.0);
in(l) - neural_block.fuzz.input(l] .scale*aax(ain(in[l], 1.0), -1.0);
in (2) - neural_block.fuzz.input[2).scale*max(ain{in(21, 1.0), -1.0);
do_fuzzy_inference<4neural_block.fuzz, in, out);
in[D) / neucal_block. fuzz. input (0] .scale;
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in[l] /- neural block. fuzz.input(l) .scale;
lnt2) /- n*urel_block.fuzz. input[21 .scale;
out[0) /- neural block. fuzz.output [0) .scale;
; diff_control








: out - the control output
; in - the controller input array













in[0) - neucal_block.fuzz.input{0] .scale*max(ain(in[0), 1.0), -1.0):
in(l] - neucal_blocfc.fuzz.input[l).scale'aax(ain(in[D, 1.0), -1.0);
in(2) - neurel_block.fuzz.input[2).scale*aax(ain(in(2), 1.0), -1.0);
do_fuzzy_inference(4neural_block.fuzz. in, out);
temp out [0] ;
do_fuzzy_inference(4fuzzy_block.fuzz, in, out);
out 10) -- teap;
out[0] - fabs(out[0]);
in[0) /- neural_block . fuzz. input [0].scale;
in(l) /- neurel_blocfc. fuzz. input [1] .scale;
in[2] /- neutal_biocfc . fuzz. input [21-scale;
out[0] /- neucal_block. fuzz.output (0).scale;
return NO ERROR;
NEURAL NETWORK - FUZZY CONTROLLER ROUTINES
: nn_to_fuzzy
' DESCRIPTION : Cceetes a fuzzy cule base out of the current neural network
weight aatrix, a. It does this by creating a teaporary
1 structure called
"FAM"
(fuzzy associative aeaory) which is an
1 ordered linked list of rule indices with weighted average
' outputs. Each node in this list defines a rule in the new rule
CALLS : free rulesO. alloc ruled
rule gen{), free FAHO
* intersect {)
GLOBALS : neural block
INPUTS : HONE
* OUTPUTS : HONE
IN/OUT : NONE
* RETURN : status of the operation
int nn to fuzzy(void)
else




1 holds aax number of rules in new cule base */
counters for input, output, rules, 1 lings /
remaining divisions in input apace */
index of input/output linguistic variable */
' rule index work variable /
'
current intersection w/output ling variable
'
largest intersection w/output ling variable
'
'
pointer to nodes in FAM linked list /
' pointer to the neural database */
' pointer to the neural network /
the scaled weight aatrix /










n - 4neural block.net;
free rules (f):
free_FAM();
















" f->input [11 -scale;
fwptr++) f->input[2]-seale;
{wptr++) f->output[01.scale;
/........ DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OT RULES
IN THE MEN RULE BASE
.- (PRODUCT OF ALL INPUT VMIABLE OF
LINGUISTIC VARIABLES)
foe (i-0; i<f->nua_input; i++)
n_rules - f->input[i) ,num_ling;
/ GEHERATE FAM LIST rROM DTTER3ECTI0NS
BETWEEN NN WEIGHT MATRIX INPUT










f->rule[r]. input - NULL;
f->rule[r) .output - NULL;
f->cule[rl-weight - NULL;
f->rule[r).valid FALSE.
/* flU IN THE NEW RULE BASE STRUCTURE *
node FAH.node:
torlr-0; r<FAM.count; r++l





/*........ to input LINGUISTIC VARIABLES ""
id - node->rule_id;
factor - n rules;
for (1-0; i<f->nua input; i++)
I
ind - (id*f->input(i).nua_ling)/factor;
id - id I {factor/f->input(i).nua_ling);
factor - factor/f-> input [1| .nua_ling;
f->rule(node->rule id).input(l) - 4 ((->input[i) .ling(ind)) ;
ind - 0;
for(l-0; l<f->output |ol .ni ling; 1++)
rsect(node->output (o). f->output[0) .lingll) .point) ;
I
f->cule(node->cule_id).output[ol - 4(f->output lo) -linglind]) ;
if (n->config.weigbted_rules)
f->rule(node->rule_id1 -weight[o] - node->weight aaxiaua;
else
f->tule(node->rule_idl -weight[oj - 1.0:




if (rule_gen(0. n rules, 1.0, a, 1))
: rule_gen
; Finds all combinations of intersections between the input
values represented in the weight (m) matrix and the fuzzy input
linguistic variables. From these. It constructs a linked list
of distinct rules (denoted by an index into the possible rule







rule ind - current index into the rule space
factor - ceaaining size of cule apace
aim - the ainiaua intersection with fuzzy inputs
a - the neural network weight aatrix




e, int rule_ind. int factor, float i
ule ind, factor, aini, a, a row)











float temp. /* holds the intersection with the input ling variable */
int n_llng; /* holds the nuaber of linguistic variables for this input */
int 1; / counts through the linguistic variables foe this input /
FuzzyjDatabase *f; /* pointer to the neural database /
Network n: /* pointer to the neural network /
n ling - f->input[ae).nua ling;
for (1-0; l<n ling; 1++)
I
/ IF NON-ZERO INTERSECTION BTTH LINGUISTIC VARIABLE */






Bin (temp, aiai) , a, a~cow) )
cetucn ERROR;
if (lnaect_FAM_node(cule_ind+l, nlnfteap, aim).
*< Ia_row (n->nua_fx)+ ( f->nua_inputl ]) ) )
return NO ERROR:
lasert_FAN_node
* DESCRIPTION : Searches through the ordered FAN linked list for a natch with
'
the rule index. If it finds a match, it averages in the outputs
and goes away. If it does not find one, it creates a new node
and inserts it in the list.
CALLS : search FAN{)
GLOBALS ; PAM
INPUTS : index - index into rule space (list la ordered by this index)
*
aini - the weight (validity) of this rule
*
outs - an array of the crisp output values for this rule
OUTPUTS : NONE
IN/OUT : NOME
* RETURN : status of the operation
.....***.*****.............,,.,,,,,,,........,.........,/
ifdef STDC__
int insert FAM node (int index, float ami, float *outs>
else





int o; /* counts through output values */
FuzzyDatabese *f; / pointer to the neural database /
f - 4neural block.fuzz;
if (search_rAM(FAM.node, HULL, index, aini, outs))
i search FAM*);






PROCEDURE : search FAM
DESCRIPTION : Searches through the ordered FAM linked list for a Batch with
the rule index. If it finds a natch, it averages in the outputs
and goes away. If it does not find one, it creates a new node
and Inserts it in the list. This is the recursive vei
insert_FAM_node which is called if a list exists.
search_FAMO I recursive)
FAM
node - pointer to the current node
prev - pointer to the previous node
index - index into rule space (list is ordered by this
aini - the weight (validity) of this cule
outs - an array of the crisp







RETURN : status of the operation
prev, int ind, float aim, float 'outs)
Ifdef
_3TDC__
int search_FAM(FAM_NOde 'node, FAN_
else






/ temporary pointer to the newly
created node /
int o;
/ counts through the output values /
int status;
/* return status of the recursive call /
Fuzzy Database 'f;
/ pointer to the neucal <3tAbma* /
f - 4neural_block.fuzz;
if (node I- NULL)
/ NODE INDEX < DESIRED INDEX, KEEP SEARCHING /
if (node->cula_id < ind)
status - saarch_FAM(node->next, node,
ind, ami, outs);
return status;
/ BE roUHD A MATCH, AVERAGE IN THE OUTPUTS /
else if (node->rule_id ind)
(or(o-0; o<f->nua output; o++)
I
nodo->output[oj - (oode->owtput[o| node->weigbt ? outslol
*
nini)/




/IF THE INDEX IS NOT IN THE LIST, ADD IT */
if ((temp (FAM_Node ')aalloc(sizeof (FAM_Node) ) ) <
tarch FAN*, 'ran out of memory allocating new node");
ory allocating output') ;
teap->weight - aini;




















Frees the current FAM node and all nodes following it in the
list.

















if (node !- NULL)
I
free_FAM_list{node->next) ;




1 PROCEDURE : freejweights
' DESCRIPTION : Frees up the weight aatrix.





























AUTHOR : Karl Ver Schneider
creation May 1994
description i Contains a global array which converts a




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































' A aenu is a group of text consisting of a title, some status
information, wai selections, and a prompt. A submenu correapor
' to a possible selection in a aenu. A string aenu is a special






void (*aenu func) (int) ,
else





aenu to get soae arbitrary string




void (status_func) (void) ;
else
void (statusfunc) () ;
' text to print in the aenu */
' ninlaal conditions to print the item V
character to select this aenu item /
' function to call upon selection /
' function to call upon selection */
'






void (*next~aenu) (int) ;
else
int Caenu_func) 0 ;














title text of the aenu /
'
status display function to call /
'
status display function to call /
'
ainlaal conditions to print the itea /
line of text to proapt the user with /
' (unction to call upon entry /
*
chain more semis, if necessary /
meter to pass to next aenu
'
title text of the aenu /
' status display function to call */
status display function to call /
aenu display */
CONFIGURATION STRUCTURES
1 Each type of controller has its own configuration pacaaetecs which
'
can be manually entered by the operator or read in froa a file. In
'
addition, there are soae configurable items for the entire software







int faction) (char *) ;
else
int (action) () ;
endif
/*




string to prompt user in manual config
'
/ file field key for this config /
/*
necessary status to do config */
/*
action to take to config this itea /
/ action to take to config this itea /
/ TRUEainiaua inference, FALSEproduct '/
/'
configurable^ for a neural network */
1
learning scale factor for (D)CL */
'
apply different weights to fuzzy rules /
'
sigmoid paraaeter for neurons /
' TRUE
sigaoid FX neurons, FALSE-linear /
positive FY lateral inhibition factor '/
' negative FY lateral inhibition factor /














1 A fuzzy database has a nuaber of input and output variables
1 associated with it. Each variable has a nuaber of linguistic
' variables associated with it.
1 A fuzzy rulebase needs a database for reference. It references
'
mappings between combinations of the input variables* linguistic




e fuzzy linguistic variable structure '/
typedef struct Fuzzy Ling Var
I



















four points describing aemberahip fct /
centroid nuaerator of linguiatic variable /
centroid denominator of linguiatic variable '
identification (index in array) /
1
engliah naae of the variable /
number of linguistic variables /
1
array of the linguistic variables /
' identification (index) of variable */
1
flag indicating if it is fixed or tree
' if fixed, this is its value /
'
scale factor for control values /
/*
pointers to antecedents of rule /
/'
pointers to consequents of cule /
/ weight of rule relative to other rules '
/ index of rule in arcay */
/ is this cule active! /
/
of times this rule has been fired /
/*
















number of fuzzy input variables /
number of fuzzy output variables '/
nuaber of fuzzy rules /
nuaber of active fuzzy rules /
' indices of two free input variables '
' indices of the free output variable '
array of fuzzy input variables */
1
arcay of fuzzy output variables /
array of fuzzy rules /
'
array of centroid nuaecatocs /
'
array of centroid denoainators */
configucables foe fuzzy database /
' NEURAL NETWORK STRUCTURES
The neucal network structure keeps track of the synaptic weight
'
aatrix with two buffers. One is a work buffer end the other is













/ FUZZY ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY C







struct FAM_Node 'next; )
I FAM_Node;






number of FX neurons */
nuaber of FY neurons /
> flag indicates that net say need alloc '
'
number of weight vectors initialized */
'
active weight aatrix */
'
weight workspace aatrix /
1
vector of signals froa FX neurons /
'
sums of signals going to FY neurons '/
1 output signal of the winning neuron */
' index of neuron which won previously */
' number of training iterations /
1
neural network configurables /
. USED WHEN TRANSLATING NEURAL NETWORK
CENTROID*
'
crisp output values for this cell */
cumulative weight of the cule */
'
nuaber of centroids to hit this cell */
' identification of the corresponding rule
'
' pointer to next FAM node in list /
CONTROLLER STRUCTURES











/' structure for the kalaan controller block
typedef struct Xalaan_Biock
/
fuzzy controller's database 4 rulebase /
float );/* implementation of fuzzy controller */





void (*contcol) 0 ;
endif
I Kalman Block;
/ structure for the neural contcollec block
typedef stcuct Neucal_Block
/ variance of target data */
. float ) ;/ implementation of kalaan controller */













void T^contcol) (float -, float );/ implementation of neural
controller /
void Ccontcol) 0 :
endif
I Neucal Block;
/* iaplementatlon of neucal contcollec
<
' foe diffecent pacts of the tracking algorithm.
spherical coordinate
/*





















































cartesian location of target
'
'
cartesian velocity of target
'
spherical location of target '
current value of the tracker variable /
* real error between tracker and target /
change in real error /
noisy error btw tracker and target /
change in noisy error /
previous control value */
seesuresent error variance /
neaauraaent error standard deviation /
history of values '/
* history of real error values /
*
history of Bean squared error values /
*
number of trajectories in ase calc */
1 nuaber of trajectories in array */
array of target trajectories */
'
history of the target trajectory
*
' history of the target trajectory *
MISC. STRUCTURES
/ flags for autoeatic graphing option
'






' plot error graph /
1
plot Bean squared error graph */
'
plot target/tracker trajectories
1 plot trajectories vs. tiae '/
' TRACKING SYSTEM STRUCTURES
points need to be represented in cartesn
, and spherical formats
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FILE : crackec.c
AUTHOR : Karl Ver Schneider
CREATION ; May 1994
DESCRIPTION : Contains the functions for target tracking.
include
"globals.h*
< COORDINATE CONVERSION ROUTINES,
: cart_to_sphere
DESCRIPTION : Converts cartesian coordinates to spherical coordinates
* CALLS : NONE
GLOBALS : HONE
INPUTS : cart - the cartesian coordinates
OUTPUTS : sphere - the equivalent spherical coordinates
IN/OUT : NONE
' RETURN : pointer to the spherical coordinates
ifdef
_3TDC__







sphere->radius - < floet) ag_rt ( (doublet (cart->x*cart->x4cert->ycart->y
cart->z'cart->z) ) ;








sphere->theta - (floet)atan( (double) (cart->y/cart->x)} ;












: sphere - the spherical coordinates
: cart - the equivalent cartesian coordinates
: pointer to the cartesn coordinates
ifdef 3TDC_







cart->x sphere->radius * (float) cos {{double) sphere->theta]










celative to the target position.
* PROCEDURE ; track ecror
* DESCRIPTION : Updates the tracker ecc<
* CALLS : cact_to_sphere()
globals : track
INPUTS : target - pointer to the cuecent target structure
OUTPUTS : NCNE
' IN/OUT : NONE
' RETURN : HONE
ifdef
_8TDC_






float tamp thete_err, teap_phi err;
/*
temporarily hold error values '/
float temp_theta_n_ecc, temp_phi_n_arr;
/ hold noisy error values /
eart_to_sphece(4(tacget->cert), 4 (tacget->spheceH ;
temp theta_err - target->sphere.theta
- track.theta.val;
teap_phi eec - tacget->sphece.phi
- tcack.phi.val;
if (track. theta.variance ! 0.0)












track -tbetaTecr - temp_theta_eec;
track.phi.err - temn_pbi_err;









DESCRIPTION : Sets up the targets for tracking and perfoeas the tracking
*
using the current controller.
. calls : get_atet<), get_usec_atcing ()
* ecase_taegetsO
GLOBALS : in_bufr


















/ CHECK BMETHER WE SHOULD USE CURRENT TARGETS OR GENERATE NEW ONES /
new_tecgs - FALSE;
if T(status 4 TARGETS)













if (get_user_int(4nua) 1- NO_INPUT]
count2++)
of targets to track (ENTER TO ABORT) : ') ;
erase_targets{0) ;
target.nua - nua;
do_track{target.nua, i target.traj, controller (curr_ctel)) :
exit aenu - TRUE;
do_error (NOTIFY, "tcack_target", "enter a positive nuaber");
" PROCEDURE : do_track
* DESCRIPTION : Performs closed loop tracking of the current target using the
current controller.
CALLS : treck_error()
* GLOBALS : track, tacg, in_out_aecay
* INPUTS ; nua_tacget - the number of targets to use
Ctrl - the controller function to use
OUTPUTS : NOME
IH/OUT : targ
- target array {if NULL, one will be generated)
RETURN : HONE
ifdef 3TOC_
void do_track(int nua_target, Target "targ, int ('Ctrl) (float *, float ) )
else





/ IF BE ARE GRAPHING, INITIALIZE NEEDED STUFF /





if (graph flags.err flag)
(
rcay(track.theta.ecc_hist, float, gen_config.tacget_aaaples) ;




array(track.theta.ase_hist, float, gen config.target saaples);
array(track.phi.ase_hist, float, gen confIff.target saaples) :
for(i-0; i<gen_config.target saaplasT i++)
I
track.theta.ase hist(l] - 0.0;
track.phi.ase_hist(i) - 0.0;
if (graph flags.tea] flag II graph flags. time flag)
I
array(track.theta.val hist, float, gen config.target saaples);
array(track.phi.val_h1st, float, gen_config.target saaples);
array(target.theta_hist, float, gen_config.tacgat saaples) ;
array!target.phihist, float, gen_config .target saaples) ;
/ IF THERE ARE NO TARGETS, GENERATE SOME /
if (*targ NULL)
I
array{'targ. Target, nua_target) ;
t - *targ;
for (j-0; j<nua_terget; ]++)
I






out_accay 4In out erray(3);
/ TRACK EACH TARGET /
for (i-0; i<nua_target;
track.theta.val . 0.0;
track .theta.err - 0.0;
track.theta.d err - 0.0;
track . theta .prev - 0.0;
track.phi.val - M PI/4.0;
track.phi.err - 0.0;
track.phi.d err - 0.0;
track.phi .prev M_PI/4.0;
teap targ.cart.x - tlij.cart.x
temp targ.cart.y
- t[i).cart.y
teap targ.cacc.z - t(ij,cart.z
temp tacg.vel.x - t[i).vel.x;
temp targ.vel.y - t(i).vel.y;
teap_targ.vel.z - t(i).vel.z;
teap_targ.sphere. radius t(i) .sphere.radius:
teap_targ.sphere.theta - t(i] .sphere.theta;
temp_tatg.sphere.phi - t[il.sphere.phi;
/ GO THROUGH EACH SAMPLE POINT AND PERFORM CONTROL ALGORITHM
for (j-0; j<gen config.target_saaples ; j++]
treck_eccor (4teap_targ) :




















/' DO THETA TRACKING /
in array [0]
- track.theta.nerr / scale_TKETA_ERR;
ia~array[l) - track.theta.n_d_err / SCALE_THETA_D_ERR;
in~array[2] - track.theta.prev / scale_THETA_CTRL;









/ DO PHI TRACXING /
in aceay(O) - teack.phi.nerr / 3CALE_PHI_ERR:
in"array[l) - track.phi.n_d_err / SCALE_PHI_D_ERR;
in-arcay[21
- tcack.phi.prev / 3CALE_PHI_CTRL;
(ctel) {in_accay, out_accay1 ;
tcack.phi. peev - out_accay[0)
* 3CALE_PHI_CTRL;
if (gen_config. train)
del (in array, tneural_block.net,
neural_block.net.config.learn_factor) ;
neural-block.rb_updated FAL3E;

















plot tiae_traj (target.theta_hist, target.phi_hist,
track.theta.val_hist,




if (greph_flags.err_f lag II gcapb_flags.traj_flag II graph_flags.tie_flagl
plot_pause () :
~ -




if (graph flags .ase flag)
I
for ( i-0 ; i<gen_config . targetseaple: i++)
track.theta.ase_histlil - |float)aqct( (double)track.theca.ase_hist[i)) /
(float)nua_tacgec.
cract.phi.Bje_histfi] - (float)sqrt( (double) track.phi.ase_hist(i)>/
( float) nuB_target;
plot_ase(track.theta .ase_hist, track.phi .asehist,
gen_config.target_saaples) :
plot_pause() .
/' ir WE ARE GRAPHING, CLEAN UP /
If (graphflags .err flag)
I
free (crack, theta .err_hist) ;
free (track.phi .err_hist);
track.theta.err_hist - NULL;
track.phi.err hist - NULL;
I

















target.phi hist - NULL;
if (graph_f lags.err_flag l| grapb_flags .i
graph_flags .tiae_flag)
fclose (graph_fp) ;
e_flag II graph_flegs.traj_flag I
TARGET ROUTINES
: rand_target
: Generates a random target trajectory within the allowable
liaits of the tracker whose total length corresponds to at




: len - the ainiaua nuaber of saaple times for the trajectory






RETURN : the actual length of the trajectory
ifdef
_STDC__
















int found - FALSE: /<
int try; /'
while (ifound)
the velocity of the target '/
spherical equivalent of start and end points /
relative spherical coords of target end point /
cartesian equivalent of start and end points */
relative cartesian coords of target end point */
indicates that a valid trajectory has been found
'
allow a target ten tries before re-selecting /
sphl. theta - rndOON THETA*N_PI/lB0.a, MAX_THETA*M PI/1BO.0):
sphl.phi - end (MIN,-PHI*M PI/180.0, MAX PHT*M_PI/180.0) ;
sphl.radius - end (min_radius, max_radius)7
spneee_to_cart(4sphl, 4certl> :
for (try 0; try < 9 44 Ifound; try*-*)
I
aph3. theta - rnd{-1.0 H PI, M PI);
sph3.phi - rnd{-1.0 M-PI, M-PI) ;
vel - rnd (MIN_D_POS , MAX_D_POS) :




cart2.x cartl.x + cart3.x;
cact2.y
- cartl.y + cart3.y;
cart2.z - cacti.z + cact3.z;
cact_to_sphere(4cart2, 4sph2):
if ((sph2.phi MIN PHI-M PI/180.0) 44
(sph2.phi<- MAX PHI'M_PI/160.0) 44
(sph2. theta MIN TKETA'H PI/180.0) 44
Isph2.theta <- MAX_THBT*.*M_PI/180.0) (4
<sph2. radius MIM_RADIUsT 44

















































* GLOBALS : NONE
* INPUTS : source - the target to copy free






















dest->sphere. radius - source->spbere.radius;
dest->spnere . theta - souree~>sphere.theta:
deat->sphete.phi - souree->sphere.phi:
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Appendix B: Graphical Display Source Code
% clear control .a
I
% This MATLAB 4.2a script is called when the clear control button Is pressed.
*
It clears the control window and resets its sub-plot counter.
figure (controlfig) ;
elf;
control count - 1;
% clear error.
I
I This MATLAB 4.2a script is called when the clear error button is pressed.







1 This MATLAB 4.2a script is called when the clear rules button is pressed.
4 clears the rules window and resets its sub-plot counter .
figure ( rulesfig) ;
elf;
rules count - 1;
I clear trajectory.a
I
I This MATLAB 4.2a script is called when the clear trajectory button is






I This MATLAB 4.2a script file gets a graphics data file naae froa the i
i a script to read and process the file.








1 If the user specified a path (or one was generated froa the last
t plot), use this path name to pass to the uigetfile
function. If






[graph_file, graph_patb] - uigetfileUp .def], 'Load Graph'):
else
[graph_file, graph_path) - uigetfileUp '/.dat'J, 'Load
Graph*);
[graph_file, graph_patb] - uigetfile( [DATA_DIR '/".dat'l,
'Load Graph');
If the user specified a file, process it and save the path
naae.
I
if graph file 0
setffiltername, 'String', graph_path) ;
granh_file_naae * [gcaph_path gcaph_file);
ceed_grephics ;






t This MATLAB 4.2a script prints the
selected figure to a file.
% Set pointer in this window to a watch
to signal that it is working












i currant figure to the correct
window
figure [get (radio, 'UserData')) ;
1
\ If we ace printing six plots, orient the page to be tall so they
% won't be squished









































I This MATLAB 4.2a script file reads a control surface plot file segment and
t plots it as a aesh in the control window.
I
l
1 Setup the control window for either one or six plots and set the coloraap
\ to ensure the plot is black and whita.
I
setup control;
coloraap! [1 1 1]);
\
t The format of the control section is:
I <title string>
t SIZE: <resolution>
I <resolution x resolution list of control values>
\
I The assuaed scale is -1 to +1 in the x and y diaensions divided evenly to
produce <resolution> points in each dimension.
I
t - fgetl(fld) .
res - fscanf(fid, 'SI2E:td', 1) ;








-eax-aax (aax (x) ) ; xnin-minlain(x)) ;
%




1 Plot the data
l
axisdxain xaax yen










t This MATLAB 4.2a script file reads an c
I 2-D error vs. iteration graph in the ei
t The format of the ercoc section is:
1 One set of i r values is aziauth, the othec is elevation.
B-l
t Convert the data from radians t










titleCAziauth 4 Elevation Error');
i read graphics.a
t
1 This MATLAB 4.2a script opens a graphics data file produced by the simulator.
% It reads through tbe file and executes each plot coaaand found by calling the
4 appropriate read routine.
I Loop through all of the plot c tends in the graphics file.
all the% Depending on the beading of the graphic file plot section, c
I appropriate read routine to process this graph in the file. If there
1 no more plots, or if the text read does not conform to a known graphic





























i This MATLAB 4.2a script file reads a rule fire count plot
file segment and
* displays the data as a histogram in the rules
window.
% Clear out some variables because we don't
want them i be the wrong size.
of the rule fire histogram section is:% The format
4
I <title stcing>
% SIZE: <nuabec of rules>
% <list of cule counts>
t - fgetl(fid);
nua itec - fscanfffid. 'SIXE:td', 1):
afscanf(fid. 'If*. (l,nua_iter)l ;
I Normalize the counts to percentages
e/su*(a> ;
I Plot the data
bold on;
bac(l:nua_itec.a);





I This MATLAB 4.2a sccipt file reads an root
* segment and plots a 2-D mean-squared error
en-squared error plot file
-. iteration graph in the error
I One set of root
i-squared error section is:
i-squaced error vnlues>
in-squared error values is aziauth, the other is elevation.
t Convert the data fn
I Plot the data
\
x - l:nua iter;






titleCAziauth 4 Elevation Root Mean Squared Error');
l read rules .a
I Setup the rules window for either one or six plots and set the colormap




coloemaplgeay_coloc(flooe(34'.2+l) :flcoe(34*.B+l) , :) ) ;
I cieac out aoae variable: : them to be the wrong aize.
y_* - 0
y dim - U
x 1 - II
x dim - 11
x ling - 11
y ling 1)
cule pt - II
cule str - 0




x vect - 1)
yvect - U




I <nuaber of y-axis linguistic variables*
1 <y-axis linguistic vaciable #1 naae>
I <y-axis linguistic vaciable 2 name>
l <x-axis label>
I <nuaber of x-axis linguistic variables>
l <x-axis linguistic variable 81 naae>
i <x-axis linguistic variable Z naae>
i <n*bec of rules>
i <x ling nuabeo <y ling n_ibec> <output text> <cule weigho \
i <x ling nuabeo <y ling nuaber> <output text> <rule weigho \
I <x ling nuaber> <y ling nuaber> <output text> <cule weigho /
I Read y-diaension paraaeters
y.1 < fscanf (fid, **s\
- fscanf{fid, '%d'.
for i-l:y dia
y_ling(i. :) - fscanf (fid, 'Is', 1) ;
I Read x-diaension paraaeters
B-2
for i-l:x_dim
x_ling(i,:j . fseanf(fid, 'Is',
I Read in tbe rules
*
nua_rules - fscanf (fn 'd',
for i-l:num_rules
rule_pt{i7l) - fscanf(fid, 'Id', 1) ;
rule_pt(i,2) - fscanfUid, 'td'. 1) ;
cule_str(i,:) - fscanflfid, *s', 1) ;
rulejwtU.i) - facanfUid, '*r, 1) ;
end
\ Plot the data
I
axis('off');
axis ([-0.5 x_dia -0.5 y_dia]|;
t
I Create the lines to form the rule boxes
I
for i-0:x dia
line([i"i], (0 y_dia], 'Color', [1 1 1));
for i-0:y_dia
lina([0-x_dim), (1 i], 'Color', [1 l i)>;
t Put the linguistic variable text on the axes
X
for i-0:x_dia-l
















1 Normalize the rule weights to correspond to gray scale values.
1 Plot the rule boxes end text
t
for i-l:nua_culea
x - x_dia-- cule_pt(i,l) - l;
y - rule_pt(i,2) ;
x_vect - [x+0.1 x+0.1 x+0.9 x+0.9];
y'vect - (y+0.1 yM).9 y+0-9 y+u.l);
p(i)-patch(x vect, y vect, 'k');
\ p(i)-patch(x_vect, y_veet, 36-floot (cule_wt(i) 34+l)-flooe{34*.2+l) ) :


















X This MATLAB 4.2a script file reads a trajectory plot file aegaent and plots










th aax - S0*pl/180;
ph-aax - 8Spi/180;
x_scale - tan (th_aax) ;
yjscale - tan (ph__aax) ;
Clear out soae variables because we don't want thea to be the wrong su
a-[J; xl-[); x2-[l; yl*[); y2-[];
t The format of tbe trajectory section is:
1 one pair of values is the aziauth and elevation values
for the target, the
1 other pair is for the tracker.
i scale the x and y coordinates
xl- (x_res/2) { (tan (a (1, : ) ) /x_acale)+l) :
yl-(y res/y scale)*{tan(e(2,:)l
./cos(all, :) ) ) :
x2-(x-res/27"((tan(a{3,:))/x_scale)+l);
y2- res/y scale) (tan (a (4, : ) ) ./cos(a (3, : ) ) ) ;
hold on;





I Label the plot
tltlel'Tsrget 4 Tracker Trajectories');
hold off;
i reed_tiae traj.s
I This MATLAB 4.2a script file reads a trajectory vs. time plot file segment




\ Clear out same variables because we don't want thea to be the wrong size.
I
-U; xl-|); x2-[); yl-[); y2-();
% The format of the t jectory vs. tiae i
t one pair of values is tbe aziauth and elevation values for the target, the
l other pair is for the tracker.
X Convert the angle i





y2 - a(4,:) 180/pi;







% Label the plot
I setup_control .a
: sets up the control window so it say have
1 Look st the "6
Plots'
button value to nee if we
I in the control window. If we ace plotting six, i
I to deters in* where to plot it.
I
if (get{contcol_check, 'Value') 1)
if (control_count > 6)
control count - 1:
subplot (3,2,control_count) ;
control_count - control_count + 1;
1 This MATLAB 4.2a script sets up the
t graph plotted in it.
figure lerrorfig) ;
r window so it Bay have a new
1 Look at the *fi
Plots'
button value to see if
I in the error window. If we are plotting six,
I to determine where to plot it.
ace plotting one or six plots
se the plot counter variable
if (get{error_check,*value') - 1
if (eccoc_eount > 6)
error_count - 1;
if (error count 1)
elf:
subplot (3,2,erroc_count) ;






t setup rules .a
ti
t This MATLAB 4.2a script sets up the rules window so it way have a new graph
t plotted in it.
B-3
figure{rulesfig) ;
I Look at the "6
Plots"
button value to see if *
t in the rules window. If we ere plotting six,
I to determine where to plot it.
\
if (get{rules_check,*Value*) 1)
if <rulea_co_nt > 6)
culea_count - 1;





> tbe trajectory window so it say have *
I Look at the '6 Plots' button value to see if we are plotting one or six plots
X In the trajectory window. If we are plotting six, use the plot counter
l variable to determine where to plot it.
if (gat(teajectocy_check, 'Value') 1)
if (tcajactoryjcount > 6)
tcajectory_count - 1;
end





- trajectory count + 1;
else
t This MATLAB 4.2a script file is executed when MATLAB is invoked.
I toggle_control .a
* This MATLAB 4.2a script is called when the control radio button is pressed.
t It sets the previous radio button value to zero, the control value to one,
I and updates the global radio button variable to point to the control button.
set (radio,
'Value'
, [0 ] ) ;
set (control_radio, 'Value', [1]) ;
radio - cootrol_radio;
t toggle_erroc.a
I This MATLAB 4.2a script is called when the error radio button is pressed.
I sets the previous radio button value to zero, the error value to one,
and
% updates the global radio button variable to point to tbe error
button.
set{radio, 'Value', (0)} ;
set (error_cadio, 'Value',
redio - error radio;
t toggle rules .a
I
I This MATLAB 4.2a script is called when the rules radio
button is pressed.
I sets the previous radio button value to zero,
the rules velue to one, and
I updates the global radio button variable to
point to the rules button.
I
set (radio, 'value', [0));
set(cules_cadio, 'Value', [ID;
radio - rules radio;
I toggle_trajectoey.a
I This MATLAB 4.2a script is called when the tcajectocy
radio button is
t pressed. It sets the previous
radio button value to zero, the tcajectocy
I value to one, and updates the global





setUrajaetoryjcadio, 'Value', (1]) ;
cadio - trajectory_radlo;
% This MATLAB 4.2a script initializes everything for the I
I graphical interface. This is intended for use with that








- (ROOT DIR '/aatlab'];







printnase - 'Print Options';
* Figure out the screen resolution and set up the relative window sizes
l
screen_size - get(0, 'ScreenSize') ;
hr - screen_size(3); I screen horizontal resolution
vr > screen_size{4); I screen vertical resolution
ws - floor(ain([0.9'hr/3 0.9'vr/2.51)l - 5; % generic window size
: for the title bar which is i% horizontal window size is bigger to
t figured into the vertical window size
intatface windows and make





, eontcolnaae, . . .
'Position', [2 2 hws vwsj);
'Position', [(hr-nws)/2 2 hws vws]);
:ulesfig
















'Position', ((ht-hws) (vr-vws/2) bwsvws/2]);
X Set up the subplot counters
control count - 1;
rules count - 1;
error_count - 1;
trajectoryjeount - 1;
l Print/Plot window setup
: of uicontrol widgets
X vertical size of the print window is half of everyone else
1 Dividers and margins
t
x The print/plot window is broken up into groups of buttons. The following
X dividers and aargins describe percentages of the horizontal and vertical
I resolution of the print/plot window where dividers between the groups are and
1 the aargins around those dividers.
I dividers
hdl - 0.60: ( horizontal divide 61
hd2 - 0.30; X horizontal divide 2






1 horizontal earn aargin (aacgin from the edge of the window)
I vertical main aargin (aargin from the edge of the window)
I horizontal divide #1 aacgin
1 horizontal divide %2 aacgin
1 vertical divide ! aacgin
\ text entey box height (in pixels)
text_height - 20:





'Position*, (0 0 hws vws]);
t The pushbutton for printing graphs
B-4
height - (l-vdl-vdla-vi rt_height;
printit - uicontrol('Parent',(printfig],...
'Style', 'Pushbutton',...












'Position', [x y width height));




height - (1-2'vaa) * *
showit - uicontrolC Parent', (printfig), . ..
'Style', 'Pushbutton', ...
' Position'












1 Place to type in plot path i
- (hdl + bdla)
width - (1-hdl-hdlm-hmm)
height - text_height:
me - uicontroK'Parent', [printfig],...
'Style', 'edit*,...
'HorizontalAlignment', 'right*. .
'Position*, (x y width height]);
% The set of radio buttons to select
I which graph to print
y
- {(3/4)-(vdl-vdlm-vmm) + vma) vws;
width - (hd2-bd2n-haa) hws;
heignt - (1/4) '(vdl-vdla-vaa) vws;
control_radio -
uicontroK'Parent'





















i_radio - uicontroK'Parent*, [printfig], . ..
~
'Style*, 'Radiobutton',...














- {{l/4)"(Vdl-vdla-VBB) + vaa) vws;
width - (hd2-hd2m-baa) * hws;





, [printf ig] ,. ..
'Style', 'Radiobutton', ...







x - (ham) hws;
y
- ( (0/4)* (vdl-vdla-vaa)
+
vaa) vws;
width - (hd2-hd2a-bmm) hws;
height - (l/4){vdl-vdlm-vmw) vws;
tcajectocy radio uicontroK'Parent', [printfig),
...
Style', 'Radiobutton', ...
'Position', [x y width height),.
string'










1 Check boxes indicating if the usee
I desires 6 graphs in one figure
x - (hd2+bd2a) hws;
y
- ((3/4)'(vdl-vdla-vam) + vaa) vws;
width - (hdl-hdla-hd2-hd2a) hws;
height - (1/4) (vdl-vdla-vaa) vws;
control check





















, [printfig] , ...
'Style', 'Pushbutton', ...








X - (hd2+hd2a) hws;
y - ((2/4) '(vdl-vdla-vaa) + vaa) vws;
width - (hdl-hdla-hd2-hd2a) hws;















height - (1/4) (vdl-vdla-vaa) vws;
x (hdl-hdla) -hws - height;
y - (12/4) (vdl-vdla-vaa) ? vma) vws:
width - beight;
rulesclear - uicontrolC Parent', [printfig] , ...
'Style', 'Pushbutton',...







x - (bd2<Htd2a) hws;
y - ((l/4)'{vdl--dla-vae) + vaa)
*
vws;
width - (hdl-hdla-hd2-hd2a) hws;
















height - (1/4) '(vdl-vdla-vma) vws;
x - (hdl-hdla) hws - height;
















x - (hd2**d2s) bws;
y
- {(0/4)* (vdl-vdla-vam) + vma) vws:






















height - (1/4) '(vdl-vdla-vaa) vws;
x - (hdl-hdla) 'hws - height;
y


















, [trajectoryfig] ) ;
t.... . T. - .
t End of Print/Plot window setup
I Store pointers 1 6
Plot*





set (errorfig, 'UserData', [eceoc_checkj);
set (trajectoryfig, 'UserData', [teejectoryjcneckl ) :
l
1 Make all of tbe figures visible and exit
set (controlfig,
'Visible*
, 'or
set{rulesfig,
'Visible'
,
'on*
)
set{errorfig, 'Visible*, 'on']
set (trajectoryfig, 'Visible',
set (printfig,
'visible*
,
'on'
)
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